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UNIDENTIFIED L YlNG OBJECT: This
Murrey State atuctttnt takes
ttme out from studying to relax
and enJoy the recent warm
weather In front of the Harry
LH Waterfield Library.

PhOto by ANITA MCDOWELL

Sta~~
By RHONNDA KERR

Editor in Chief
The biennial state legislative
sell~ion ended Friduy, uml Mur·
ray State University officials
are " very pleased" with th£·
budget for higher education.
" It is probably the best budget
we've received fl·om the state
since I've been at the Univcrl!i·
ty." said Acting President
James Booth, who has been
with MSU since 1976.
The 1990 General Assembly
funded the state operating formula at the highest level t!ver,
88.2 percent for 1991·92. The
funding provides for a $53.1
million formula increase for
1990-9 1 and an additional $59.7
million increase for 1991-92.
"There is enough money in
the budget to cover our fixed
costs, a major portion of our fr·
inge benefits a nd five percent of
the total salary increase for
faculty a nd staff,'' Booth said.
Booth said the difference in
the five percent increase by the
state and the total increase will
be made up by the University
through ''significant budgetary
changes and the n•allocation of
resources. "
Of the nine stute univer~;ities,
Murray State received th<•
highest formula funding, 89.5
pt>rcent for 1990·91 and 91.6
percent for 1991·92.
For operating expenses, Murray State will receive
$37,693,600 for 1990· 91,
$18,500 of which is funding for
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center. For 1991-92, MSU wiU

..

budget approved
receive $40,266,800 for
operating expenses, $18.500 of
which will also help fund t he
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center.
Murray States capital projects
appropriated by the state in·
elude $500,000 for the replace·
ment of steam ahd condensation
lines, $3.500,000 for the renovation of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center and $800,000 for
three life safety projects.
The three life safety projects
consist of installing sprinkler
systems in Faculty Hall, Mason
Hall and the Business Building,
removing the last of the PCB
contamination on campus and
building a hazardous waste
materials .s torage and packag·
ing facility.
In addition, the Economic
Development Cabinet ap·
propriation includes authorization and debt service for a $10
million special events center for
Murray State Univenity.
"This session of the
legislature showed tremendous
wisdom and vision on the part
of the leader}! of Kentucky,"
Booth said . "Without the
tremendous support of the
Western Kentucky legislative
caucus, we would not have been
able to achieve the goals we've
set for this University.''
Booth said he greatly ap·
preciates the hard work of State
Rep. Freed Curd and Sen. Greg
Higdon. "Without their support., Murray State University
would have taken a giant competitive ~ep backwards," he
said.

...._......

New strategic planning
underway at Murray State
By AMY LEAR

Staff Writer
Murray State University is
working toward a new
strategic plan that is a step
beyond what. ha~; been done
in the past.
In January, a planning
group began a series of
meetings to build on the
ideas gathered by Lanette
Thurman, former assistant
to the president and director
of institutional planning, in
forums and open meetings
during 1987 and 1988.
The group consists of
members of the President's
Cabinet, the Deans' Council,
Faculty Regent and the
Presidents of the Faculty
Senate and t he Staff Con·
g r ess and their
t•epresentatives.
Anita Lawson, assistant to
the president and director of
institutional planning, said
the plan was ba~~ed on ideas
gathered by Thurman, facul ty senate and !itatf congress.
"What we did was crystallize
these ideas and present them
in a slightly more concrete
form," she said.
For example, the idea
behind establishing Murray
State as the preeminent baccalaureate program in Ken·
tuck}' was in the. old plan.
she said. "By stating it this

way, we are going from
general s tatements of quali·
ty to crystallize it in ll way
that is u :-;tep beyond what
we had done befort!,'' Lawson
said.
Ensurin~ thnt Murray
State has the he~t bac·
calaureate program in Kentucky is one of the four
primary goals in the plan.
The others include providing
regional educational leadership, public service and
research appropriate to the
mission of the University,
nurturing a sense of common
purpose to enhance t he
morale and professional
vitality of the faculty and
staff and managing
resources strategica11y to
fulfill the University'11
mission.
"Two of the most in·
novative • items in it (the
plan> are the preeminent.
baccalaureate program and
the goal of differentiating
faculty responsiblily ,"
Lawson said. "This will
allow greater flexibility in
faculty roles."
The policy will t·ecognize
that no one faculty mc:mber
can do everything und
reward (each one) balled on
his own talents, Lawson
said.
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Black student-athletes find a
variety of sports such as football, basketball and track to
participate In at Murray State
University. Although Murray
State haa a low black student
enrollment, students said they
have not experienced problems In the athletic department and have not had problems with other students participating In college sports.

STAFF PHOTO

Black athletes experience life at MSU
By PATTI BEYERLE
Assistant News Editor
Although both the city of
Murray and the Murl'ay State
University campus have small
minority populations, racial
problems do not seem to arise
when students work together
for a common goal on the
basketball court or the football
field.

color they are," he said.
Proctot·, the former quarterback for the Racers, said black
student-athletes get a great op·
portumty at Murray State in
traveling with the team a nd in
academics. "Most of them
wouldn't even be here unles~:;
they had the (athletic) scholarship,'' he said.
Proctor also said black and
wh ite players on the football
team have no problem wit h
racial differences. "Once you
get to know a person, it doesn't
matter," he said.

Black

Life at
MSU

develop a sort of unity; we use
the word 'team' first." he said.
"A lot of t he black athletes
come from bigger cities a nd
There is no difference bet·
t here is a difference coming to a
ween the treatment of black
small town like Mur ray,"
a nd white athletes; the same
J ones said. "It might take the
fans are in the stands cheering
average athlete a year of a year
for both of them, said J ames
and a half to adjust to it. Under
Holland, assistant coach for the
" Football is a special case t.o the same token, it is a learning
Racer basketball team.
bring young men from a ll dif· environment and it's good for
Holland said recruitment was ferent cultural backgrounds. them," be said.
also equal for black and white together,'' said Glynn Jones,
Paul King, a Junlor on the
players. " We want the best assistant football coach
basketball team. said he has
ones (players) to come in and
Jones said regardless of each never experienced any racism
bave a chance to get a degree
and help us have a quality pro- playe1·'s background, most of as a black athlete at Murray,
the players have a certain but feels that people often
gram," he said.
respect for each other and work think student athletes get
Michael P1·octor, a senior together for a common goal.
privileges without realizing the
safety engineering major from
additiona l work they go
Jones also said coaches stretos through for the University.
Slyvester, Ga., shares the same
view of recruiting for the foot· unity over individualism
ball team. "They recruit the among the piayen>. "Anytime
"Whether a student athlete is
best athletes regardless of what you play a team sport, you black or white, they are dif.
:

.,
/ - -...

.,

ferent from an average student," King said. At hletes have
to deal with missing classes
because of away games and
numerous hours for practice, he
said.
King a lso said player relat ions between blacks a nd
whites on the team are good.
"Everybody is close. There's
never been a problem there,
that's why we've been so sue.
cessfu l," said the junior
business major from St. Louis.
Robert Lanon, a senior
recreation ma j or from
Louisville on t he Racer football
tea.lll, shares the same feelings
as King.
" Most of the team, white and
black, get a long. We are all out
to accomplish the ~arne thing winning," Lanon said. "I don't
think white players have any
more advantages."
Diane Woodside, a senior
finance major on the women's
track team, said she might
have a different "'iew of black
athletic life at Murray because
she is from the Bahamas.

" 1 don't really think there's a
difference between blacks and
whites here, though," Wood·
side said. ·•r think they have an
even c h ance of getti n g
recruited."

"I do think that a lot of
whites believe that blacks are
n at u rally good ath let es,
though, and l don't know why,''
she said.
''When I first came down here
from St. Louis I wasn't sure
what to think because you
a lways hear rumors about Ken·
tucky, " said Chris Ogden, a
senior business management
major on the basketball team.
" But I've had no problems,"
Ogden said. " When I first got
here a httle whitt> lady at the
lau nd romat showed me
around."
Ogden said he did see a big
difference between the urban
environment of St. Louis and
the rurul atmof<phcre of Murray, though. Dt!,..pite this difference. ~furray Ita,; givl•n him
a place to grow up and learn, he
said.
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STAFF CONGRESS ELECTION
RESULTS
• Secretarial/clerical
Cindy Maglinger
Jennifer Young

• General
Rhonda lamb
Barbara Ramsey

College
Students

•Exec./Man./Professlonal
Gene Biby
lynn Richard

$350 a week possible
part-time from just one
average sale

•At-large
Susan Alexander
Wayne Harper
'

• Physical Plant
Usa Jeffrey
Randall Kursave

Four outgoing persons to sell our
20-Year Level Term insurance in
the Murray area

Graphic by CYRUS AFZAU

Excellent commissions,.
training, leads and perks

Computers in Fine Arts plagued
with virus obtained from disks
graduate assistant in the music
department, said il probably
.
f
.
d · camt> from a central Kentucky
l
t e !J.rnva10 ~~rmg an
or western Tenne&<oce colle re
the constant change m evet-y· because of the fact that :h~
day temperatures, comes the mu!ltc department. gets disks
cold and flu season .
.
from these areas.
.Compu~ers ~re :-;u;;cepttble to
McConnell srud thnt the \'irus
v1ru~es, JUSt lske h~mans. T_he spt·eads from disk to di!lk from
mus1c d~partmcnt, m the Pncl• an infected computer and has
D~yle ~me Arts Ccnte!· had 8•11 been known to travel overseas
eptdemlc break out m theu· through telephone modems.
"The virus st'ays in the com·
whole system.
The virus, known as n-virus-b, puter and will infect every dh;k
:;pread throughout the com- that goes into that computer,"
puter system in the music McConnell said."lt eats up the
department ~tarting a few memory capacity of t he
week,s ago. Russ McConnell, a computet·.'·
By JIM MAHANES

Reporter
W .th h

" It acts like a1thritis," McConnell snid. "I menn it slows
everything down."
The infected programs tend to
do things wrong and, like a
human virus. if it i~ left untreated, it grow~ and gets into
other systems through infected

Must have or obtain Kentucky
Insurance License.
Car necessary
Part-time/Full-time

Murray Interviews
Call Mr. Stevens

Amerishare Investors
1-800-252-7008

di~ks, M~:Connell ~>aid .

" 1 waH running a music program nnd in!-ltead of putting the
(musicl notes beside one
another. it was putting lhtmt on
top of each other," McConnell
said. " I had a progrnm ~nved

Monday, April 23

for information
MF/EOE

See VIRUS
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Tuesday, April 24
Staff Excellence Awards
10 a.m .; Wrather West Kentu cky

Museum.

4·H Horse Show

c
A
L
E
N.
D

A
R

1--.-i~~=~=~~--1 10 a.m .; West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center . Sponsored
. __ _ _ _...;;...."T"""...;;;.._ _ _-1
by the MSU Department of
Agriculture. Free admission.
Percussion Concert
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Cutchin Field.
Band, tanks, heUcopters, and
8 p.m.; Annex Recital Hall of
rapelling by Fort Campbell
Doyle Fine arts Center .
Perfonnance by MSU Percussion
soldiers. Free admission.
Career Seminar; YMCA
Ensemble. Dr. Tom Vandersdel is
3:30 p.m . - 5 p.m.; Barkley Room,
the

Curris Center. Career
opportunities presentation by
the na tional representative of
YMCA. Free admission.

Lecture: Sarah
Weddington
7:30 p.m.; Cunis Center Thea ter.
Lecture features the attorney in
the Roe v. Wade case.
Sponsored by the SGAIUCB.
Free admission.

1---------------4
27

1---A-lp-h-=a-P-h--=iA:-lp_b_a---1
Fraternity. Inc. Dance
10:30 p .m. - 2:30 a.m.; Stewart
Stadium. Everyone is invited to
attend. 11\e cost is $1.50. For
more information call 753-1163.

Emeritus Ouh Luncheon

'Breds Baseball; MSU ys.

Noon; Curris Center Ballroom.
$7.SO Per person. For more
information call Alumni Affairs
office at 762-3737 or 762-3437.

Choir Concert

Reception Honoring Dr.
Forrest C. Poqye

.sru
Time to be announced.

8 p.m .; Farrell Recital Hall.
Choir features the MSU
Chamber Choir. Singers are
Bev Hensen. Free
conducted
Racer Calendar is published
week ly by the Cunis Center
Information Center. 762-2020.
The deadline for information is
noon Monday.
,

--

.(

/

Wednesday, April25
"American Management
Associations Third
Annual Secretaries
Briefing"
1:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.; Barkley
Room, Curris Center. The fcc is
$25. Sponsored by Conferences
and Workshops. For more
information call 762-4229.

Moyie; "Look Who1s
Talking''
3:30 p.m. I 7 p.m. I 9:30 p.m.;
Cunis Center Theater.
Admission is $1 matinee, evening
shows $1.50 w I MSU 10, $2.50
wloutMSUID.

Guest Recital; Marc
Apfelstadt. bassoon. Kdly
Burke. clarinet. and
Melissa Rose. piano
8 p .m .; Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free
admission.

April28

6 p .m. - 7 p.m.; Poque Library.
Alumni and friends invited to

Saturday, April 28
Piano Competition
10 a.m .; Farrell Recital Hall.
Free ad mission.

7

3:30 p.m.; Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is by donation of
$5 adults, $2 kids.

VIEWPOINT

Page 4A
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MSU lacking AIDS smarts, still needs 'condomsense'

···.. ' Jc
.

,. .

Murray State University needs condom machines. Period.
We said it before and we'll say it again- and again, if necessary.
In a recent MSU survey only 49 percent of the 84.2 percent of the
students surveyed who admitted to being sexually active said that the
AIDS epidemic had changed their sexual practices. The survey was conducted by the department of sociology, anthropology and social work and
administered to IDC students.
Forty-nine percent - that is a flunking grade in a subject that carries
with it life and death consequences.
The Student Government Association has voiced a need for the
machines and issued a campus survey about it, which is a step in the
right direction.
But we need more than steps - we need to step on it.
More than once on this campus issues have been brought up, talked
about and shelved for more discussion, only to take the long, bureaucratic
road of red tape to accomplishment.
We do not want this to become another debit card fiasco.
It does not matter what one's personal morals are concerning sexual activity. People who choose not to be sexually active do not need to have
anything to do with the machines.
Most people would not deny someone medicine to prevent a disease just
because they did not approve of the origin of the disease.
Those who are sexually active must have an easily-accessible method of
protection and birth control.
Buying condoms or getting free ones from a Family Planning facility require forethought- something sometimes lacking in sexual activity.
Let's face it, the majority of Murray State students are sexually active.
That's not good or bad - it just is. Murray State needs to accelerate efforts to help this majority protect itself.
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FEEDBACK-------------Pounds addresses salary question raised by 'News'
To the Jo:ditor:
I fed lhe need to t·cspond to your
c·dttonal of March 2:1. concerning my
~uhu') as vil'e pt•t•:;ident lor :-.t ud<'nt
dt·v~lopment al Muna.v Stat('
University.

Firsl. the compartson of my I'Urn•lll
..;ulary with my pa·<'dece,.sor's salary of
lu.~t .war is like comparing uppll's with
orange!'>. Would it not ha\·e been mort•
nbJcCllvt to comptll'e m~· fiscal year
1988-89 ~:<alary of$62.500 wtth hts fiscul
~Par 1988-89 ·...aJary of $56,1 00?
It would have been even more objective
to compare my salary with the salaries
of other MSU vice pt·esidents. You would
find mine was the lowest, and I do not
have some of the financial prerequisites
that they have.
Whl-'n my initial appointment as viCl'
pt·csidl'nt for student development wns
>1ubmittcd to the Board of Regents for ap·
pa·oval in F<'bruat·y 1988. otw of R<.•gents
voted u~ainst the appointment, because

-...
lU WU..,oRIIII

141011 Uftlv•rwlty StaUoo
Murray State Unlvenlty
MWT.,, lty. 4!071

in hts words "the s alary was substantially nbovt.• the salary of the outgoing vice
pn·sidealt for stud<'nl developml•nt
and ... il would uppcar •to bel abo\'(.' the
national average:·

Student Afl'airs Oll'tcers, the mean
salaries for Region tlf by educattonal
level and size of school were as follows:

• Those with Ph.D1Ed.D m Regton Ul$66,649. Those with M.A./M.S degrees
This same per:-;on went on to say that in the same region - $50.408.
the selection process was suspect, I The
Murrav Stale Neuw, Mat·ch 8, 1988). The • Ttose with Ph.D/Ed.D nationally by
inference being that my selection and size/5,000-9,999 - $65,999. Those with
sah.u·y was not based on my qualifica- M.A./M.S. dcb'l'ees in the same category
-- $62,624.
tions, but on race and gender.
Region m mcludes schools in the
Let me stute that I left my posttaon at states of Kentucky, Virginia, Tennesl'ee,
Iowa State University for an annual .North Carolina. South Carolina.
salary increase of $2,992. Hardly a Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi.
munificent sum for the costs of moving, Louisiana and Texas. Source: The Na·
selling a home. buying another home, tiona! A!isociation of Student Personnel
plus the othet· attendant costs of chang- Administrators, Salary Survey, 1989-90,
ing jobs. Recognition should also be Chief Student Affait'!l Officers.
given to the fact that I have an earned
lf the comparison t~ made between my
Ph.D. and over 25 yeat·s in the field of
salary and t.he avet·age in Region III, my
student per~onnd administl'ation.
salary is lower than the mean of those
As to the salary being above the na· with a Ph.D. For my predeces!lor, his
tionaI avet·age, that statement is patent· salary was above the mean for thost·
ly false. In a recent salary study of Chief without the Ph.D.
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As you can see, ·my cunent MSU
salary is below the mean in both
catl•gorit's; by region 01' uy Jo:>izc of school.
If you looked at the salnries of all black
faculty and stafT at MSU, it would be
easy to discen1 that we don't come to
MSU for high salarie'l, we coml' for
diverse rt'a!ions.
Speaking for myself, I thought I was
coming to a community that was warm,
friendly and one that wanted what I had
to offer professionally. WAS I EVER
MISTAKEN. Although I knew from the
beginning that my appointment was not
blessed with unanimous approval, I am
finding· out every day that there are
other people who feel the same way, but
were not honest enough to say it.
Augustine Pounds
Vice President for Student Development

Editor's note: There UJas no March 8,
1988, issue o{The Murray State News.
The article in reference IUUS in the March
3, 1989, issue.
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Stronger ties are part
of Council's mission
By CYRUS AFZALI

Assistant News Editor
Successful efforts of people in
Pad ucah to increase hig-her
education in the a rea huve led
to an increased involvement
between Paducah Community
College and Murray State
University.
John Yates, assistant dean of
the Ccnte1· for Continuing
Education, said Murray State's
regional committment was an
impot·tant reas on for the
program.
''(Murray State's) mission is
to serve our service area of 18
counties in western Kentucky.
The program is also a part of
the Council on Higher Educa·
tion's goals to serve the people
of Kentucky," he said.
Murray State will have access
to South Central Bell telephone
lines to transmit audio/visual
signals. For the fall 1990
semester, four classes will be
transmitted in this manner three from MSU to PCC, and
one from PCC to MSU.
"Currently, we are committed
to providing course work to
complete a baccalaureate
degree in general business and
nursing. Students will complete
the first two years at PCC and
the last two at MSU. They
would have an associate' s
degree from PCC and a bac·
calaureate from Murray State,"
Yates said.
In the gen er a l bus iness
bachelor's degree, 60 hours are
available at PCC. Students may
have to come to MSU to com·
plete some needed courses,
Yates said.
"One of the things Murray
State has to do is make the
library more accessible," Yates

said. " We installed a CD ROM
at PCC so our students could
have access to index material
they need. We a l!':o have a parttime librarian at PCC who
helps access some of the
material Murray State ha8.''
" We have had an existing
situation since the development
of the model program which
was to provide access to people
in the Paducah area. We are do·
ing a technology tie that will
enhance that experience," said
Steve Patton, public relations
officer for PCC.
Patton said the immediate
goal is to be able to provide upper level courses to place·bound
students that rould attend if
classes were held in th e
Paducah area.
"The limitation is with what
MSU is able to offer here. It's
limited to graduate level and
business courses. We want the
use of an interactive TV system
for (Murray State) to offer a
greatly expanded number of
classes for an accredited pro·
gram," he said.
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OLAJIDE
LIVE* Saturday, April 28 * 10 pm ET/7 pm PT "
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SHOWTIM£

The immediate service area is
not that large, but PCC is the
only community college in the
Purchase area and has a wide
range of territory to service,
Patton said. " We look forward
to exposure because this is a
test of the new model," Patton
said.

CABLE
VlSl&N
753-5005

" We will have ongoing
evaluation and will be talking
about goals," be said.
"The community college has
grown (be cause of) no n traditional students who will be
a major player in the future of
the college," Patton said.

Roberson's Hih
Burger Inn
Specialties

*Hickory Smoked
Bar-B-Que
*Plate Lunches
*Homemade Pies
*Catering
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Pick up a barbecued
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Day celebration!
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413 S. 4th St.
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POLICE BEAT
driving and dist·egarding a stop
sign. The offenses occurred at
16th and Main streets in Mw·ray. According to the citation
report, Thornton had a bottle of
a substance he called "Rush" in
his possession and had been
sniffing it. His blood alcohol
Aprill7
level was 0.07, according to the
1:37 a.m. - A report was report. He also told the officer
•·eceived about fow· females who that he had taken some
appeared drunk riding around p1·escription medication and
the Richmond Hall area.
said he did not need medical
attention.
4:22 a.m. - Hugh D. Alexander ofMun·ay, a non-student, April13
was arrested on charges of driv2:14 a.m. - A report was
ing under the influence <Dill), received of a female banging on
at 16th Street. It was his second a door on the second floor of
DUI offense.
Hart. Hall.
April IS
3:05 a.m. - A student was
arrested on charges of
alcoholic intoxication in a
public place and possesion of
alcoholic beverages by a minor
in Regents Hall parking lot.

4:25a.m.- Tim Smith of New
Concord, a non-student, was ar·
rested on charges of alcohol intoxication at 16th Street. Smith
and Alexander were
transported to the Calloway
County Jail at 4:40 a.m.
2:04 p.m. - A student
reported the theft of a burgundy
and tan Huffy 10-speed bicycle.
Apri1'16
6:45 p.m. - The director of
Clark Hall reported that a
group of males on the south side
of the dormitory were verbally
harrassing a group of females.
Aprill4
12:16 a.m. - A distress call
was received from Clark Hall.

1:57 a.m. - Will D. Thornton
of Murray was arrested on
charges of speeding, driving
under the influence, reckless

L.A. Optical
•Contacts •Designer Eyewear
• Optical Accessories •Ray-Ban

tiona! information to officers.
Prince was transported to t.he
Murray-Callaway County
Hospital emergency room for an
injury received during the
incident.

Nellie Lewis, Owner/Operator
Mastercar4
310 N.12th

WD'II TBU COUlON

April12
2:45 p.m. - A student
reported that she has been
receiving harrassing phone
calls.
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ONLYS99

3:34p.m. -A person reported
a hit-and-run accident at
Elizabeth Hall.
10:21 p.m. - An accident
report was taken on a white
Chevrolet Celebrity and a
brown Renault in the special
education parking lot.

Now OJfering:

Dixieland Center
753-SUBS

Material8 for Police Beat were
gathered by staff writer Leigh
Landini from records available
to the public at the Murray State
University department of public
safety.
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6:20 p.m. - A warning was
issued to a person ch·iving a
moped on the sidewalk.

The subject was identified as
Rosetta Merritt, a non-student,
who fled Hart Hall after An·
tonio M. Prince, a Murray State
University Public Safety of.
ficer, told her to leave and she Aprilll
2:55 p.m. - Melisa K.
refused to leave.
Webster of White Hall reported
When she left, she ran across a Class D felony in the women's
the pedestrian bridge to the nor· locker room of Carr Health
thwest side of the sidewalk of Building. She reported that a
the Curris Center. Merritt leather jacket valued at $230
resisted arrest and struck was stolen.
Prince and Public Safety officer 8 p.m. - A student reported a
Billy Holloway. During the ring valued at $210 stolen at
struggle, she grabbed a police the Waterfield Library on April
radio and forcefully threw it to 5. The ring was later found.
the ground where it broke.
Merritt was arrested on
charges of third degree assault,
criminal mischief, resisting arrest and disorderly conduct, according to the citation report.
Merritt refused to give addi-
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American Humanics
has 'minor' program
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Staff Wnter

Alth ou gh Am e r ic an
Humanics was established in
1953, it is still an unknown for
many students at Murray State
University.
"Most people hear American
Humanic s and think of
English," said Roger Weis, campus director of American
Humanics.
Despite the misleading name,
American Humanics is a train·
ing program for potential
workers in youth and human
service programs, Weis said.
Weis frequently visits classes
throughout the campus to in·
form students about American
Humanics and to try to recruit
them.
American Humanics is a
minor requiring 24 credit hours
including 12 core credit hours

,,

and 12 "restricted electives," he
said.
A one-hour seminar is also re·
quired, Weis said. The seminar
involves participants working
with students fr om the 17 other
colleges that have programs.
Most American Humanics
students find job~ with
organizations like the YMCA,
the American Red Cross and
Big Brothers, Big Sisters, he
said.
Weis recommends American
Humanics for students sear·
ching for a minor because many
classes s uch as business,
mar keting, comm unicat ions
and health, social work and
psycho l ogy fit into the
requirements.
American Humanics students
are not only taking classes, but
are also involved with local
youths and teenagers, Weis
said.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

VIRUS

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 3

Lawson said she was concerned about moving beyond the
goals without getting more in·
put from the campus community. She said ideas from the
faculty and staff and ideas proposed by the planning groups
will be considered for the final
document.
"There are many creative
things that can be done on this
campus concerning the goal of
the preeminent baccalaureate
program and we need every
mind thinking what does this
mean in terms of general education, in terms of various majors
a nd in ter ms of student develop·
ment services," Lawson said.
She said baccalaureate programs means something very
broad. "We mean a place
students all over Kentucky
should come for four or five
years because the total ex·
perience is going to be t he best
they can get," she said.

A secondary goal under im·
proving baccalaureate pro·
grams is to encourage a close
relationship between students
and faculty. "In order to have
an informal or formal mentor·
ing system so every student on
eampus can have one or two
faculty members they are close
to, we have to reward faculty
members in a slightly different
way than now," Lawson said.
Lawson said the plan will
have to be accepted by the
Board of Regents. She said she
does not expect to submit it to
the Board until Ronald Kurth
assumes the MSU presidency in
July and can submit it himself.

and went back to do some work
on it and when I tried to save
my new additions, t he virus
deleted all my work."
McConnell treated the system
with a disinfectant program,
which was no small task.
"Every disk that we use (in the
music department) had to be
treated." he said," along with
every computer up here (on the
third floor)."
McConnell also put in a vaccine program into the system.
"Th is will not keep a virus out
of the system, but it will tell us
if one has gotten in, so we can
treat it before it eats up all the
memory," he said.

I

The strategic plan model is a
Computer viruses are not unflexible document that will be
added to, amended and expand· common. They are started _by
ed when needed and closed only ''hackers"(someone who uses a
when the University feel~ most computer for malicious inten·
ofthe plan has been accomplish- tions) and have been found in
the most complex of systems.
ed, Lawson said.
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DICTIONARY

Murray students develop special dialect
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Although most Murray State
University students have a
basic grasp of the English
language, they rarely let
anyone know it outside of
writing research papers, participating in important interviews and making excuses to a
professor for delaying a major
exam.
The fact is college students
have a spectal knack for
developing their own dinlect,
and Murray Statt: students are
no exception.
For instance, a typical con·
versation with a student might
involve such phrases as "Let's

go South to snake on some
dudes," and ''Man, I got wasted
last night, did some pre-dawn
Krogering and didn't wake up
'til halfway through Days."

ing fun of those with higher
grade point averages and the
inevitable pre-test panicking.

Students do not create such
slang to ensure a cult-like
privacy or cause the older
generations great despair; they
11imply enjoy adding new words
to the English language
because, quite frankly, it is fun.
Besides, we like to think we at"e
somehow enriching our im·
agmation with our short-lived
vocabulary.

It would be boring to say
"let's get drunk" every
Wednesday, Thursday and
weekend evening, so students
draw on an endless supply of
words for such behavior. A few
examples of the more infamous
terms are going South (which
almost always guarantees a
large consumption of beer) and
getting wasted. trashed, rip·
ped, bombed, geeked and
blitzed.

Slang is a major facet of campus life, and Murray State
students have created
synonyms for favorite college
hobbies, such as drinking, mak-

A few demeaning words
describing those with especially.good study habits are brains,
geeks, goobs, dweebs and
nerds, while the pre-test

For example, 100 years ago,
panicking most of them avoid,
but the majority of students do one of our 1890 predecessors
not, is referred to as stressin' might have said something
out, freakin' out, psyching out, similar to this:
major cramming and going
"I was in Tennessee drinking
nuts.
·
a tad too much h\lmming bub
If someone has great Bexual and snake juice when a very
appeal, he or she may be refet·· chuck petticoat came in wtth a
red to as a god or goddess, real· rather large apple-dumpling
ly hot or quite a babe. Those shop, and I was so topsy-bopsy
who are purposefully looking that I failed to observe that my
for such a member of the op· nose was bleeding."
posite sex are snaking, scoping
The 1990 Murray State
or possibly seeing through the translation would be this:
unfortunate beer goggles.
"I was down South getting
Our parents and teachers trashed on Lites and JD when
often seem dazed and a bit this hot babe came in with rna.
bewildered by our college jor boobs, and I wa..c; so freakin'
vocabulary, but slang has been wasted that I failed to observe
around since the beginning of that my fly was undone."
Know what I'm saying?
language it.qe}f.

Day in wheelchair challe_
nges staff writer
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Staff Writer

When I did not receive a story
assignment, 1 smelled a rat.
Editors are like elephants; they
never forget. The possibility
that my editor had forgotten to
make my assignment was out
of the question. SOmething was
up, I just knew it.
She smiled mischievously
when I approached her and her
eyes sparkled. Yes, something
was definitely up.
My assignment read:
"Disability week is April 16-20,
so you, lucky person, get to ride
around in a wheelchair and
write a first person account of
what it's like to spend a dny on

campus in a wheelchair. Thank
you."
"You are so very welcome," I
thought sarcastically.
Mournfully, I checked out a
wheelchair from Student
Health Services. 1'It's not going
to be that bad,'' I kept telling
myself.
It sat in the hatchback of my
car for three days and was a
reminder of the task ahead of
me each time I looked at it.
After some thought, I realiz·
ed the handicapped have even
Jess choice about riding in a
wheelchair than I, and if they
have to sit in a wheelchair
cvt:ryday, then I could cel'tain·
ly empathize for one.

- ..

ANALYSIS
At 6 a.m. Thursday, the
alarm rang. "OK. today's the
big day. An hour and a half to
get ready, about 15 to 20
minutes to get there and 10
minutes to play with. That
should do it," I thought.
Wrong answer. After hauling
the wheelchair from my car, I
began wheeling from Hester
Hall and had to be at Sparks
Hall at 8 a.m
"I'm not moving very fa!'it," I
thought. ''I'm ju"t slow because
I'm not used to I his, yeah, that's
it."

A few seconds later, like an
angel from heaven, I saw a
friend of mine who pushed me
from Winslow to the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. I
figured the rest would be a piece
of cake. No such luck.

The sidewalks on this campus
may look flat, but in a
wheelchair, a few small inclines
can begm to look like Mount
Everest, since you are using on·
ly upper body strength to move
the wheelchair, books and your
weight.
After finding the wheelchair
entrance to Sparks I which I had
never patd attention to before)
and figuring out the chair lift. I

• •

rolled in to work 10 minutes
late.
I thought I would be home
free since I had no classes on
Thursday and worked until 4
p.m. I wheeled up to my desk
after hearing a dozen "what
happened to you's." Crash. It
was not my chair but my knees.
They had hit the desk as I tried
to wheel up to it. This meant I
had to sit as ~traight as possible in order to reach the
telephone and typewriter.
OK, typing. No problem. As ·
luck would have it, two
· See WHEELCHAIR
Page 15A
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Harren.nOtiCes· Contrast
with European education
By KRISTI RUGGLES

Traveling abroad and l'X ·
pedencing other country's
l:i!ucational sy~>tems can give
one insight into how education
fit~ intu diffc1·ent cultures, said
Kenneth E . Harrell. dean of the
College of Humanistic Studie!'.

Although Harrell's posihon
allows him to have nn impact,
he said it also limits him
because of other·

Harrell taught in Breggins,
Austria witl1 the KIES program
for three yean; and di1·ected it
for two yeat·s He said it was
beneficial dealing with tho
Eut·opean faculty bcl·ause he
could compare the product of
their educational systems with
our own,

Httrrell has definitely had
enough experience with the
American. edu<·ationnl system
to mukt> a comparison.

He came to Murray from Loui·
siann in 1961 as a history pro·
fessor and hos since served as
chairman of the history depm·tment and dean of the graduate
school. He was appointed deau
of humanistic studies in 1974.

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

"I enjoy the opportunity to
h1we some jmpact on the quali·
ty of the academic programs of'
our students," he suid. "Thai is
the thmg I am most concerned
with."

Ass1stant Campus Life Ed•tor

"We have a lot to learn from
the European hnndll~ on education," he said, "There is a
substantial difference- being a
student is a fu ll·lime job and an
they are allowed to do."

11A

re~ponsibilities.'

"One of the most frustrating
things in my office iR I spend an
inordinate amount of time having to deal with problems thnt
have nothing to do with quality
education whatsoevt'r. "

Kenneth E. Harrell
"There was a job vacancy in
'61 and it seemed like a good
one," Hancll said, "I've never
been solTy I've h~>en here. I
have elected to stay in Murray
because I huve had oppor·
·tunitics to move."
Harrell said one of the best
parts of his job is the effect he
can have on the quality of
education a ;;t udent receives.

Harrell was the recipient. of
the fir·st Teacher of the Yem·
award in 1968 and said he was
extremely pleased to receive the
honor because teaching was his
put·pose for entering higher
education and that is what he
wanted most to excel in.
"This position simply happened as my career progressed," he
said, ''My intE-ntion is to end my
career teachi-ng in the relatively neat• futurt\.''
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About 84 percent of Murray
State U niversity. students
surveyed have had sexual inter·
course. Almost 39 percent have
tried marijuana. Fifty·two per·
cent reject the t heory of evolu·
t ion. And 49 percent said they
have changed their sexual prac·
tices because of the AIDS
epidemic.
These responses were only
part of those expressed by 265
students participating in the
department of sociology, an·
thropology and social work's
convenience sample of its Spring 1990 IDC 102 World
Civilization courses.
Students were asked to ad·
dress questions about: personal
background; general social at·
titudes; cheating behavior;
family; sex and sex roles; experience with drugs; and
general knowledge. The margin
of error was not calculated.
When participating in
surveys of this type, most people are apt to be truthful, said
Adam Lanning, associate professor of sociology, an ·
thropology a nd social work.
"There is no reason not to tell
the truth."

IDC 102 sections were used
as a vehicle for the survey
because they offer a good mix·
ture of Murray State studertts,
Lanning said.
In the social attitudes portion
of the survey, the students'
answers showed t hey were
somewhat con~~ervative, as a
whole, said survey coordinator
J ackie Johnston in her analysis
of the findings.
Such conservatism is common
in this region of the country,
Lanning said
Students gave their highest
majority of support to the death
penalty.

About 80 percent of the
students supported the death
penalty, 12.3 percent did not
support it, and 7.5 bad no
opinion.
These figures seem to mark
an increase in MSU students
that support the death penalty.
According to resultb of the
"Racer Poll " published in the
Nov. 4, 1988, issue of The Mur·
ray State News, 63.1 percent of
the students polled supported
the death penalty, while 19.4
did not support it and 17.5 did
not support either position.
The next most-suppor ted
issue was that of am~nding the
U.S. Constitution to make
English the official language of
the United States. About 77
J)(lrcent supported this, 5.2 percent opposed it, and 17.6 had no
opinion.
On the 1ssue of the distribu·
tion of pornography, 67 .8
believed there should be regula·
tion of the material to people
under 18 years of age.
About 29 percent believed
there should be laws against
the distribution of pornography
regardle:-;s of age. Three and
one-half percent said t hat there
should be no laws forbidding
I he distribution of pornographic
material.
Women were more likely than
men to supp01-t laws regulating
or forb iding pornographic
materials. Lanning said that
t his difference could be due, in
part, to the use of pornography
in a male's cultural upbringing,
and not in the female's
upbringing.
The issue of allowing prayer
in the public schools garnered
54.3 percent support. About 20
percent said they opposed
prayer in public schools, and
25.4 said they had no opinion
about the issue.
The theory of evolution was
rejected by 52 pet·cent of the
students. About 31.2 percent ac
ceptl.'d the theory, and 16.8 per
cent said they did not know,
Lanning said that these opi·

ABOUT THE STUDENT:
Demographic information about Murray State •tudents wa
coUected In the S'OJ'\'ey. Tbe.e questions were only part of thoee
asked In order to tet a tenenl concept of the University'• 8tudent
bocty.
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ortginal Roe u. Wade decision
which gave women the right to
abortion. According to Harris, a
58 percent to 39 percent majori·
ty oppose the Webster decision
which allowed Missouri to im·
pose restrict ions on the
availability of abortions.
The article speculates that
the increase in support of abor·
tion rights was the public
response to a r ight they saw as
permanent. In 1985, only 19
percent thought Roe u. Wade
would ever be overturned.
Lanning said that responses
to many of these questions show
that Murray State is in, and
does draw many students from,
the "Bible Belt," a region of
prevalent religious
fundamentalism.
When these same students
were asked about their sexual
practices, their responses were
in step with national averages.
About 84 .2 percent of the
students admitted to having
sexual intercourse Of these,
almost 22 percent had inter·
course at the age of 15 ot·
younger, 25.2 at age 16, 24.3 at
age 17, 18.4 at age 18, 7.3 per·
cent at age 19, and 2.9 percent
at age 20 or older.
Sexual activity analyzed by
sex shows that 90 percent of the
men and 80 percent of the
women s urveyed were sexually
active.
Students at Murray State have a SOSIII
"The number of sexually ac·
The sociology department survey g1t
tive men will always be higher
behaviors.
than women," Lanning said.
" It's more acceptable. Men are
expected to be experienced in
Although the majority of these MSU
order to show their wives."
Although t he men were more students are sexually active, only 49 persexually active, the women cent said the AIDS epidemic had forcecl
were either more likelv to have- them to change their sexua l practices.
According to a March 22 article in The
started before the age of 15 or to
have waited until age 19 to Wa.<ihington Post, "college women arejusl
as sexually active with multiple partnen
have intercourse.
Women engaging in sexual in- as they were in the mid·1970s."
tercourse earlier than men
A study published by the New England
could be because it is more ac· Journal of Medicine stated that "publi'
ceptable for older men and health campaigns have not had a substan
younger women to be involved, tial influence on the habitt1 and behavi01
than it is for older women and or th~c well-educated young adults ...
younger men. Lanning said.
The study did note that more college
women now use condoms as a usual form
of birth conh·ol. The regular use of con·
doms increased from six percent in 1976
to 25 pt.·rcent in 1989.
Ignoring the risks of pregnoncy
sexually-transmitted diseases, AIDS and
death is part of the mentality of youth
Lanning said ''This is part of the ever
present fallacy that 'it can't. happen t.c
me.·"
Yout h have not 'been around' enough lG
7. Puent'• umuallncome
k~ow that it can happen to them, Lanniq
_..JI8 $0 - ~.~
sa1d .
7.2% $10,000 - $19,999
Murray State students surveyed do not
13.1%' $20.000 - $29,999
seem to relay their conservative social
19.9% $30,000 - $39.999
attitudes into their sexual behavior.
15.3% $40,000 - $49.999
" (It is not odd for) a person to espouse a
12.7% $50,000 - $59,999
conservative set of norms while privately
9.9% $60,000 - $00,999
ll.ft $70,000 - $79,999
3.8% $80,000- $89.999
The 8un'ey: The MSU department of
convenience sample survey waa
8 . Current 11~ a.rracement
Johnston, a junior math major from
lOft wtth parmta _sa Dorm
cannot be projected to the entire Mu
random sample was not used.
..ll.ftSpou.e and Children

nions concerning evolution are
probably being formed outside
of the University, because he
knows of only a bout one out of
every 50 faculty members who
would not support the theory of
evolution.
"The theory of evolution is a
given in most universities," he
said. The results show a big dif·
ference in attitudes at Murray
State.
On the issue of abortion,
students went against their con·
servntive grain shown in the
answers given to previous
questions.
About 52 percent said they
supported the U.S. Supreme
Cou1·t ruling that. a woman may
go to a doctor to end a pregnancy at any time- during the fi rst
thr ee months of pregnancy.
About 35 percent opposed this
ruling. and 12.5 percent had no
opinion.
When compared to the ''Rnce1·
Poll," both sides of the abortion
issue seem to have gained sup·
port among MSU students. In
1988, 42.5 percent said they op·
posed a constitutional ban on
abortions, 27 percent supported
a ban, and 30.6 did not agree
with either statement.
Lanning sa id he speculates
t hat students advoca te abortion
rights beca use they may be personally acquainted with someone who has had an abortion,
which tends to change
perspectives.
Murray State opinions toward
abortion tend to be r eflected in
the national att itude toward
the controversial issue.
According to the October 1989
issue of Psychol.ogy Today, since
t he U.S. Supreme Court's deci·
sion in Webster v. Reproductive
Health Services, public senti·
ment appears to be rising in
favor of abortion rights and in
opposition to the Webster
decision.
The article states that Louis
Harris pollsters report that a
"record high" 61 percent to 37
percent now support the

12.f t PrMte home/ llp8ltmelll/room

,.SL Small City (10,000 - 99,999)

0121)tp Rural/ vtllage(be]aw 1,000)

'By 'l(aren .

The RHpOuea: The Instructors wb
1n1Ual responses about the rewlta u
Ultor'e Note: Tht• 1s the 1ltat of 1
week's issue w1ll analyze student pe
tncluded in the survey.
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Sociology department survey of 265 students
tells of social attitudes, sex, drug use, cheating
L. (ja{{aglier

Photo by A NI T A McOOWELL

f walk to class on the pedestrian walk-way.
es Insights Into a variety at the students·

.....
following another lifestyle,'' Lanning
said.
Another area where these MSU
students' practices do not seem to mirror
their espoused conservatism is in drug
and alcohol use.
More than 92 percent said that they had
experimented with alcohol- most by the
age of 18. More than 14 percent had their
fi1·st drink before age 10. Of the remain·
ing, 24.2 percent had their first drink bet.
ween the ages of 10 to 14; 41.7 percent
between the ages of 15 and 17; and 10 7
percent at age 18 or older.
Of those who did drink, 5.2 percent :!'aid
they got drunk every day. Twenty-six' percent said they never got drunk; 47.4 percent got. drunk occasionally; 14.6 percent
got drunk once a week; and 6.8 percent
got d•·unk several times a week.
Men got drunk slightly more often than
women. They were more likely to drink
more often than women, and were more
likely to start drinking at an earlier age,
Johnston stated.
Lanning said that the lower rate of
drinking by women could be attributed to
the conservative role they are brought up
to model.
Women are taught that they must
watch themselves, he said.

The survey measured the ef.
fects of drinking on the students
in terms of classes missed and
times drinking bas impart:d
their memory.
Less than one percent said
they frequently missed class or
work as a result of drinking,
and 70.9 perct>nt said they
never m1ssed class as a result of
drinking.
Almost 52 percent said they
had never forgot what they had
done while drinking; ab~ut 36
percent had seldom forgotten;
11.8 percent sometimes forgot;
and 0.5 percent frequently
forgot. Only one woman said
she had ever forgotten what she
did while drinking.
Only 3.1 percent responded
they believed they had a pro- ·
blem with alcohol.
"I wasn't a bit surprised by
the results," said Dennis
Poplin, professor of sociology.
anthropology and social work.
"The figures were a little below
the national norm.
"You see ups and downs in
the use of alcohol, but usage remains pretty constant,'' he said.
"Alcohol is the All-American
drug,'' he said. "You don't have
to violate any laws to get it, and
it is relatively inexpensive
when compared to other drugs."
Other drugs, marijuana and
cocaine, have also been experimented with by Murray
State students.
More than 38 percent of the
students admitted they had
tried marijuana. Of these, 3.6
percent used the drug daily; 2.4
percent used it on weekends;
and six percent used the drug
serveral times a week.
The majority, 88.1 percent,
said they used it less often then
weekly.
Among the marijuana users,
women were more likely than
men to have tried the drug,
Johnston stated in her findings.
Thls statistic was somewhat
surprising, Poplin said. "I don't
think that's what we expected."

Lanning said he speculates
that men may introduce the
drug to women for "ulterior
motives." This could account for
the higher use rate among
women.
In 1980, 34 percent of a national sample of college
students had abused marijuana
in the past month, Poplin said.
"Abuse" means use to the point
of interference with some aspect
of life.
Ten years later, marijuana
has seen a significant drop in
use nationally, he said.
Cocaine was the least-used
drug of the three, with only 10.4
percent admitting to ever using
it. Of thls figure, 82.1 percent
said they used it less often than
weekly; 3.6 used it weekly; and
10.7 used cocaine daily.
Those who do continue after
initial experimentation seem to
become daily users, Johnston
stated.
The number of ::;tudents who
use cocaine daily "seems almost
high,·• Lanning said. "Where do
they get it and the money (to
buy it?''
According to the article
"Youth and Drug Abuse" in the
November 1989 issue of USA
Toda.v magazine, more than
one-half of students have used
illegal drugs before they leave
high schooL Three million 12 to
17 year olds have used marijuana or cocaine. And 30 percent of adolescents have problems with alcohoL
During the past 20 years,
drug abuse among youth has
been one of society's most pressing concerns, the article stated.
A recent Gallup poll referred
to in the article stated that
teens see drug abuse as the biggest problem they face.
One goal of the survey was to
compare 1990 finding~; about
cheating behavior with an exact
Rtudy conducted in 1983, Lanning said. Students were asked
the same questionR used seven
years ago.

For the most part, participation in various form of cheating
has declined from 1983 figures,
he said. "There is definitely a
strong trend away from
cheating. Almost all (cheating
forms) are significantly less
(than reported in 1983)."
Lanning said there are no
clear-cut reasons for the drop,
but has formed an educated
guess.
"I tend to think that people
are taking college more seriously now," he said. "A college
degree is now more necessary
for survival.
"You can get kicked out of
school for cheating," which
would inle1fere with earning a
degree, he said.
For those who do hazard the
risk of cheating, the most common practice is to get questions
or answers about an exam from
someone who has already taken
it. In 1983, 70.3 percent of the
students admitted to doing this.
In 1990, thiJ; figured dropped to
a still-significant 51 percent.
The numbers for this form of
cheating are still h1gh because
it is the easiest to participate in
and one of the hardest to deted,
Lanning .said.
The cheating form with one of
the lowest participation levels
is obtaining an unauthorized
copy of an exam before test
time. In 1983, 15 percent of the
students admitted to this, and
in 1990 that figure dropped to
6.7 percent.
Lanning said this type of
cheating takes more time and
planning, which many students
may not be willing to do.
Analyzing cheating behavior
in terms of participation by sex,
men were more likely to cheat
than women.
In her analysis of the results,
Johnston points out that ''men
were more than twice as likely
as women to have copied from
someone else's exam paper, and
nearly five times as likely to
have used illegal notes during a
test."

Lanning said he attributes
this cheating pattern to mens'
tendency to participate in risky
behavior. Women tend to be
raised to be more conservative
in their behavior.
Although Mu1·ray State shows
a decline in cheating, it apJ)ears
to be increasing nationally.
Studies indicate that 20 to 30
percent of students cheat and
this figure may be rising.
According to a March 6
Associated Press article, 'the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching
reported that 43 percent of
5,000 professors "'responded
"yes" to the queRtion: ''Are to·
day's undergraduates more
willing to cheat in order to get
good gradtU~?"

Findings of "The American
Freshman," an unnual survey
of about 200,000 student~:~, show
that 57 percent admitted to copying from another student's
work. This marks an increase
from 52 percent in 1987.
More than 21 percent of
students who were to graduatt•
in 1989 admitted to cheating
during the previous year, while
18 percent of the class of 1987
said they had cheated.
The article stated college ad·
ministrators attribute a rise in
cheating to the "make it" mentality of the 1980s.
''Students read the newspaper
and look at television and see
plenty of examples of dishonesty in society," Mid Timothy F.
Brook!!, dean of students at the
University of Delaware, in the
article.
When compared to national
averages, Murray State's
percentage of cheating appears
to be bighe1·, but this may not
be the case.
"I wouldn't expect Murray
State to be all that different
from (national averages,)" Lan ·
ning said. Vnst discrepancies
between national and MSU
statistics could renect dif·
ferences in the way questions
were asked .

Cheating Behavior Among MSU Students
A- Copying from someone's exam paper
B- Taking an examination from another student
c- Ustng unauthorized notes during oo exam
0- Turning In a paper purchased from a corrrnerlcc:i research firm
E- Adding items to a bibliography not used In \ollrlllng the paper
F- Turning In a paper that has been written entirely or In
port by ooother atudent
•
G;- Getting questions/answers about an exam from someone
who's already taken It
H- GMng answers to other students during an exam
I· Working together on home\Vork when the Instructor
does not aUow It
J - Copying sentences of materlc:i without proper foot-noting
K - Obtaining on unauthorized copy of the exam
before test t1me

· aocJology, anthropology and aocial work

coordinated and a n alyzed by Jackie
Union City, Tenn . Results of the 8UJ'YeY
nay State University campus because a

o commented on the survey o1l'ered their
lsfng aoctologfcal interpretations.
two-part aer&:s about the survey. Next
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Gi"eek ·AsseinbiY honors
Man, Woman of the year
By KRISTI RUGGLES
As~IStll11' Campus Life Editor
Eddie Allen, member of Alpha
Gumma Rho, and Jana Ouvb,
membet· of Alpha Omicron Pi,
werP. nwarded Greek Man anJ
Woman of the Year award'!
Wednesday night at the Greek
A~r;embly in Lovett
Audttorium.
The two were selected after
being nominated by a sorority
or fraternity other t han their
own. The nomineeo then comp l~ted a pp I ications und
answered three e~say questions
which were judged by a committee appointed by Panhellcn ic
Council and Interfrater nity
Council. The final Relection step
was an int£>rview.
Allen, an occupational safety
and health major from Fancy
F a r m, said receiving t he award
was probably his most cherished moment at MSU.
"This is the fifth year I've
been nominated," he said,
"Thi~ i~ ;;omethmg I'v£> worked
for smce I pledged my freshman
year.''
Dans, a senior accounting
major from Lexington, said she
wa s surprised.

ON MICROWAVE OVENS
VIDEO CASSETIE RECORDERS
HOME AND CAR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
ALMOST ANYTHING ELECTRONIC!

Photo

JOHN BERNI NG

Eddie Allen and Jana Davis were awarded Greek Man and
Woman of the Year

.......

FREE ESTIMATES

FREE DIAGNOSIS
~10:\DA Y

• FRIDAY 8

a.m.-~

p.m.

SATUROAY 8 a.m.-noon

See GREEKS
Page 1SA

703 S. 4th ST.

..

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.

You have one night.

The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vtvarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
· on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Vi\'arin, maybe he could have understood the brain
raster, too.

Revi-re with VIVARIN:

<>• 1'19<) 'mllhll.llnc IIneham
I '"<" .&\dlfl',k'd c utU,.int f..I4Jfc•n.r "fl&\.tlf....,u ,, rwo .. ur-tul nJI'fcc
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SPRING DANCE

WHEELCHAIR

Continued from Page 1OA

Continued from Page 9A

asked me to to.tkt• ht?l' place and I
wound up playin.: Billie Holli·
day." She ha~:o found dancing.
especially the dance theater's
outdoor rehearsals, to be exciting. "We just go out into the
Quad and dance."

sentences into the letter, I ran
out of typewriter ribbon. So I
wheeled back into the storage
room and going in the doorway I
heard a muffled "crunch." As
the pain hit. I realized I had
smashed my hand between t he
chair and t he doorway, since
most doorways are just wide
enough to permit a wheelchair
through them.

Tiffany Coopt!r. a :;ophomore
theater major from Louisville.
has three .Yl'Ul':-. l?Xpt'rience in
the Louisv11lt:: Dan~:t' t\cadt•my
on top of her two year:-~ in the
MSU Danct.> 1'hcatctl, She IS per·
forming in nil thl• student
choreogra)>hct·:·.' pwce,;

Aside from rutting everything
within a three feet radius.
(including people) and constant
ly bruising my hands and
wrists, that is basically how the
Watchin~ tht· Mickey Moust> day went.
Club at an t'tll'ly a~-:"e mspired
Granted, this is not how every
ht•t' to bt•conw a dancer Shl'
said l'Chenr~nl ~ havt' been going day is for the handicapped since
my coordination with a
well, but 11 hu:< not ht•en easy.
wheelchair leaves much to be
desired, but I did experience the
·• (l', been goi ng n •ry well. but
ns wc get closer. everyone gets a things they probably deal with
little tcnst' balanci ng academics on a daily basi3 and that hurt
a nd a !'ocial life. But it's aU far worse than a smashed hand.
worth it ," Coopet· :<aid.
What bothered me more than
sitting stationery and being
The dancers have been giving
stiff all day were reactions from
previews of the show all around
people. While wheeling through
Murray. Their next preview
campus, a guy walked in the
will be at the Olive Street
grass to. I suppose, avoid being
Gallery Saturday.
hit. A couple of girls walked by

·Journalism & Radio-'IV 1990
Honors Banquet
and one whis~red to the other
" that's so sad." Some people
acted perfectly normal but
many just stared.
I guess my favorite reaction,
because of it's sincere concern
and honesty. was a guy in the
elevator who simply asked. "so
what happened to your legs, if
you don't mind my asking."
Despite the funny looks and
inconveniences, the thing that
kept me going was that I knew I
would be able to get up and
walk at t he end of the day. I'm
not saying being i n a
wheelchair is the worst thing in
the world, for worse circumstances exist.
However, to those who find
strength each day to wake up
and go to school or work in a
wheelchair, I applaud you. You
have my utmost admiration. To
those who have volunteered to
take on a disability for a day,
your open mindedness is
appreciated.
To God I give my t hanks for
bemg able to walk and the opportunity to see things from a
different point of view and see
for myself how lucky 1 am.

Thursday, May 3
6p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

Pick up tickets in
Wilson Hall 114 or
Fine Arts 604

(

The brothers of

Alpha Tau Omega
would like to congratulate

Lance Akridge
SGA Senator - College of
Business and Public Affairs

GREEKS
Continued from Page 14A
" All the girls that were
nominated were excellent
nominees. I was sur prised and
elated," she said.

T.J. 's Bar-B-Q
Good Food, Reasonable Prices

Davis said she thinks the dif·
ferent offices she has held and
her involvement in Greek a s
well as campus acltvihes helped
h£>r receive the honor.
She bas been t rea surer for
AOPi. prl!sident of Order of
Omega , st udent a mbassadot',
choreogr a pher . for t he ;\t iss
MSU Pngennt und aclivt• in
o r gnnizing the Gt·eck
Assembly.

In o.dditicm lo Allen being
SGA president, he said he
thinks his enthusiasm about
Gt·eek life wns an important
pa rt. of hi3 being selected.

''J have supported Greek life
as much as I could, and I have·
stayed very active," he said.
Both Allen and Davis said
Greek life at MSU has been extremely beneficial to them.
"It's given me a support group
at college," Davis said, "I
always have somebody to share
my news with and I'll always
have a place to call home."
She said the sorority bas
helped her strengthen her
leadership and organizational
abilities.
Allen also said being involved
in AGR helped him develop his
leadership skills as well as providing some lasting friendships.
"If it weren't for AGR, I would
probably not be on campus right
now," he said, "The friends that
I have are immeasurable."
Plaques were also awarded to
Alpha Kappa Alpha for best
sorority pledge class grade
point average, AGR for best
ft·aternity pledge class and best
overall GPA, AOPi for best
sorority active and best overall
GPA, and Alpha Tau Omega for
best fraternity active chapter
GPA .

Mother's Rings
or Pendants
Over 40
designs to
choose from

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
convenient drlve-thru window
806 Chestnut

753-0045
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In Stock Plaques and Trophies
available at

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTIMG GOODS

1203 Chestnut

753-8844

Tanning Hut and Beach Shoppe

~------------------------~ I

New Hours

Sunday: noon - 8 p.m.
Monday- Thursday: 7:30 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday: 8 a.m. • 8 p.m.

I
\/6 INS LOW'c. N (WJN'-Sl~)
1.

"lt''s alwavs .sammer

A SlOW "DEATH

at the Big Bahana"

2. APHOBIA, fEAR~ tATiN6
LEFTovas.

WARSH a(woR5~) w! . A FouL

Z.

753-3333

~MEu.. Sl Mi l.ml ,+o

-"'AI of

So<JR Mill<.
5oM£TIW>l 6 TAlCe N HOME'

'DEBIT CAR1>a(d~b: ,t KA~)-N·
1. SofiiE4hitJ9 1+tA+ doe!) Not fYis+.
Z. A MYTit

j, So~Eihi~

- S£€' ALSO • . O+o.ld~tJ+

c.ow+ri Vf:D·
<;'l'A(.eS.

-K E.N TUCK Y

Pizza
12 in.

2 for $5
' .

.·_

Cheer

LOIItiY

Tombstone

Laundry Detergent _....___
39 oz.

Now Open
24 Hours

99

' $1~

Monday - Friday

.

7 a.m. - midnight
Saturday & Sunday

Piggly Wiggly

,

Barbeque Sauce
18 oz.

79¢

Prairie Farms
~4 Yogurts
•

a·tOrz.$129 ·......
;

~~

This Little Piggy Shops At
.
South12thStreet
and Glendale

PIGGLY WIGGLY

"The Original American Supermarket"

·--

753-9616
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Racers, Lady Racers set for OVC tourney
Racers go for 11th straight title
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Staff Writer

Murray State University's
men's tennis team will compete
in the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship April 22 and 23,
defending its championship ti·
tie, as well as its •·epeatedly
earned "gold shit·ts."
For 10 consecutive years the
MSU men's tennis team has
captured the conference title.
Coach Bennie Purcell said he
thinks that the toughest teams
to beat this year are Middle
Tennessee State University and
Tennessee Tech Univet·sity.
However, Purcell said Murray
State should be able to beat
these teams.
Following behind the Racers
in last season's championship
were Tennessee Tech Universi·
ty, Austin Peay State Univet·si·
ty and Middle Tennessee State
University.
Originally, Morehead State
Univen~ity wa~ the planned setting for the 1990 conference,
but because of the poor condi·
tion of the courts. Morehead
will host the competition at
Easte1·n Kentucky University.
MSU won last year at
Easlet·n, so Purcell said he feel~
confident about the change in
plans. "We have pride and
tradition on our side," he said.
"Our players want to bl'ing
back the trophy and look forward to the match," Pur·cetl
~aid . " We're going to be t·ight in
there with everyone."
The MSU team i~ beginning
to peak, and they are performIng well. he said.
Both Chad Dowdv and Mike
Hall. freshmen, pat=tiatly agree
with conch Purcell, saying thl'y

TENNIS
feel Tennessee Tech. with their
quality and experienced
players, will prove to be the big
gest challenge.
Dowdy, a business ad·
ministration major from
Paducah, said he feels "very
confident, although we have
been stronger in the past. but
we will win if we play to out·
potential, and we are favored to
win. but I think everything is
going to go our way."
Hall, a psychology major from
Toronto. Ontario, Canada. said
he is counting on t he spirit of
tradition. and the fact that the
team has played several of the
top 20 teams, supplying helpful
and challenging competition.
"We should win if we continue
playing as we have been all
year," he said.
··we should not have to do
anything outstanding to win.
but we need to concentrate on
the really big matches, but I
feel we are mentally tougher
than Tennessee Tech," Dowdy
said.
Rob Olmstead, a sophomore
from Troy. Mich .. wtll be playing at the number two singles
slot fot· Murray State in the con·
ference championships. ''I think
we will have a pretty good
chance of winning thl' cham·
pionship," he said.
"Michael Hall and Scott Yar·
brough have been playing well
lately, as has Doug
Hawth01·ne," Olmstead sa1d. " If
they can come through for us.
we will do well, but we all have
to do ow· part. Coach Purcell
has really done a good job this

season and he is a good coach."
Hawthorne. a sophomore from
Bloomington, Ill .• wa:. named
the confet·encc Player of the
Week as he won ali live of his
matches at the number three
singles level.
Olmstead said that Tennessee
Tech will give the Racers a good
run for the championship. "A
lot of people think they will
win, but I think we can beat
them," he said. "It was a close
match we had with them over
the weekend, but we really
shouldn't have lost to them.''
Olmstead said that the
players are not worrying about
being the team to lose and
break t he streak of Murray
State's conference champion·
ships. " If it happens, it hap·
pens," he said. "If it does hap·
pen. we will remember that we
a ll played well."
The Racers ended the season
with two wins Sunday in
Louisville. The Racers defeated
t he University of Cincinnatti,
5·4, Sunday morning and the
University of Louisville Sunday
a fternoon, 54.
The Racers suffered their frrst
conference loss on Saturday as
Tennes!lee Tech handed the
t hem a 5-4 defeat in Murray, as
Tomas Hult, a juniot· fmm Upp·
saln, Sweden, dropped the
numbet· one singles matcll. The
other Racer losses came at the
number two and four singles
and in the number one and two
doubles matches.
The Racers won over Middle
Tennessee April 12 in Murray
7-2, and their record now stands
at 10-15 overall, 4-1 in the
conferenct'.

Site move could be good
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Staff Writer

and
By JAY MOREHEAD
Reporter

The Murray State Universi·
ty Lady Racer tennis team is
preparing for t he Ohio Valley
Conference championship
April 20 and 21 at Eastern
Kentucky University.
Sheryl Rouse, Lady Racer
tennis coach, said based on
the season matches played,
the team should do well in the
championship tournament.
"If we're playing well and
consistent, we'll do well, but
we will still have to (have)
some key wins in key posi·
t ions," she said.
"We'r e going to have to go
out and be more aggressive in
our matches and take more
control,': she said.
The championship, which
was scheduled to be played at
Morehead State University,
has been moved to Eastern
Kentucky University.
Rouse said the move could
be good because Murray did
win the OVC t here in 1987.
Bobbi Koehn, a senior
elementary education mejo•·
from Bloomington, Ind., won
at Eastern in 1987, her
freshman year.
'Tm pretty excited to play
there again since it brings
back good memories, but
anything could happen," she
said.
Koehn said she looks for the
championship to be u
challenge.
·'If we do everything we're
capable of, it'll be close bet·
ween us and Middle Ten·

WOMEN'S

TENNIS
nessee, but Eastern is right in
there,'' she said. "It'll be
tough."
The superstition of Friday
the 13th did not affect the
women's tennis team as t hey
won two of the three Ohio
Valley Conference matches
they played last weekend.
On Friday the Lady Racers
had little problem defeating
Tennes~e Tech University
9-0 in Cookeville, Tenn .
However, on Saturday they
lost a close match to Austin
Peay State University 5-4 in
Murray.
Murray State won the 2, 3
and 4 seed singles in straight
sets behind the efforts of
teammates Celine Neefkes,
Bobbi Koehn and Lana
Allcock.
The only doubles victory
came from the team of
Dederik and Allcock as they
defeated Austin Peay's Paige
Atkins and Laura Helms 6-0,
6·1.
Th e Racers ended t he
weekend with a surge of
power as they defeated Ten·
nessee State 9-0 following the
Austin Peay match.
The victories improved
MSU's record to 12-8 overall
and 3-3 in OVC play.
Coach Sheryl Rouse said
that she was not surprised by
the two shutout victories. but
she thinks there is still room
for improvement.
•·we have become more aggressive, ·• Rouse said. "But as
the season goes on we need to
play with more confidence."

'Breds lose four of five games for 13-18 record
By KEN DARE
Assistant Sports Editor

BASEBALL

The Murray Stat e
Thoroughbt·cds' frustrating Wilder has 19 RBI, 10 doubles
season continued lnst week as (tied for fl.fth in the OVC) and
they dt·opped four of five games three home runs. He has also
stolen a team-leading eight
to fall to 1318 on the season.
ln the five games , bases in eight attempts.
Jason Haner, a junior from
Thoroughbrt•ds' pitchers yield·
ed 53 hitR and 38 runs. Offen· Henderson, is also ha\•ing a fine
sively, the ' Breds managed to offensive season. Haner is batrai s e their team batting ting .305 with 19 RBI, two
average to .262 <from .256) as triples and two home runs.
Dax Myhand, a freshman
they collected 50 hits and 31
from Paducah , leads the
runs.
Despite the ri8e in the team Thoroughbreds' pitching staff
batting average, the 'Breds with a 4-1 record and a 2.76
have struggled offensively this ERA. Myhand has pilched
year. The 'Bteds are next to last 322/3 innings, given up 40 hits,
in the Ohio Valley Conference struck out 20 and walked 12.
The 'Breds dropped both ends
in team batting with 242 hit.Si,
but are third in team pitching of a doubleheader, 5·8, 4-10,
with a 4.53 ERA . The 'Breds April11.
In the first game, Myhand suf·
have been outscored 167-142
fered his fll'st loss of the season
this season.
" We are just not pleased with as he gave up eight runs and 12
our hitting this year," head hits, though only fow· runs were
coach Johnny Reagan !laid. earned. The 'Breds committed
"Out· hitti ng has got to tht·ee errors in the game.
Danny Alfeldt, a junior from
improve."
Willie Wilder , a junior from Marissa, Ill'. . led the
Boonville, Ind., is one of the few Thoroughbreds' 10·hit offensive
bright spots on offense for the attack with three hits in four at·
'Breds this sea o;on. Wilder is bats. He had a double and an
hitting .333 through 31 games, RBI.
In the second game, starting
which is good enough for 15th
in the Ohio Valley Conference. pitcher Craig Weickel , a

,

·--

sophomore from Louisville.
gave up seven runs (five earned)
and live hits in two and onethird innings as the 'Breds lost
10·4.
Shane Witzel, a sophomore
from Woodlawn, Ill., had a dou·
ble, a single and an RBI in three
at - bats to pace the
Thoroughbreds' offensive
attack.
The ' Breds split a
doubleheader at Morehead
State Univet·sity Saturday, win·
ning the first game 9-5, as Jon
Grzanich, a junior from Canton,
Ill.. went four for four with
tht·ee RBI and a home run. Pit·
cher Kirk Ruoter, a sophomore
from Hoyleton, 111., got the win
for the 'Brcds. He is 3·5 on the
sea~on.

In the second game the 'Breds
lo:;t 7·6 despite three RBI and a
home run by Ben Garland, a
senior from Evansville, Ind.
Thoroughbreds' pitcher Pat
Schmitt, a JUmor from Peoria,
Ill., saw his record drop to 1-5
with the loss.
The 'Brcds dropped their ;;econd one·run game lo Morehead
State Sunday 8-7.
PhOto by R. CRAIG RAYCRAFT
The ' Breds host Eastern Kentucky University for three Thoroughbreds first baseman Ricky Chism, a sophomore from
games this weekend, with a McKenzie, Tenn., holds a runner on first base. The 'Breds are
currently 13-18.
doubleheader on Saturday.

J
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Open party. Kappa Alpha Psi will spon·
sor an open party, 10:30 p.m. to 2:30
a. m .. April 20, Stewart Stadaum. $2
admission.
Field day. Futua·e Farmers of America
will sponsor activities ranging from
generalli\·estock judging to tobacco auc·
t ioneerin~ Regastration i :30 to 9:45
u.m .. contests beginning 10 a.m., West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposi·
tion Center
Placement. Ralston Pudna Company of
Cincinnati, Ohio, will interview occupa·
tiona! safety and health and accounting
majors. A 2.5 to 3.0 GPA required. Call
762 -3735 or 762 -3801 for more
information.
Placement. Citizens Bank and Trust
Company of Paducah will interview rna·
jors in the college of business. huanistic
!'ltud.ies and communication for management development positions. Submit
resume for prescreening. Call 762-3735
oa· 762-3801 for more information.
Scheduling. All classes may ~hedule
for the fall semester, 8 a.m . to 3 p.m ..
Curris Center Ballroom .

AROUND CAMPUS
C.H.A.M.P

Pageant

The MSU Alumni Association will
host the Alumni Banquet, 7 p.m., April
28, Curris Center Ballroom. Tickets are
$12.50. Graduating seniors receive com·
plimentary tickets and are honored dur·
ing the banquet. Reservations must be
made by Wednesday by calling 762-3737
or 762-3437.

The Children's Health and Mental
Protection volunteer organ.izat.ion will
sponsor a Children's Carnival, 9 a.m. to
noon, Saturday at the Calloway County
Public Library meeting room. Parents
may bring their children to be fingerprinted and videotaped for protection
purposes free of charge. There will be
games, door prizes, refreshments and
entertainment for the children.

Mi~s Black and Gold, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, at 7:30p.m.,
April 28, Lovett Auditorium with a for·
mal ball immediately following.

Candidate forum
The three Curris Center director can·
didates will meet with representatives of Dance theater
student organizations Tuesday, Wednes·
Thursday and April 27, 8 p.m., Robert
day Apri127, 1:30 p.m., each day in the
rocking chair lounge, Curris Cent-er. An E. Johnson Theater. Admission is $5
open forum will be presented, 3:30 p.m. adult, $4 student I senior citizens or by
season ticket. Call 762-4421 for more
in the T-Room.
information.

A.S.S.E. Fun Walk I Run
The student chapter of the American
Society of Safety Engineers will sponsor
a race Saturday, 10 a .m. Registration
will begin at 9:20 a.m. in front of Carr
Health. Prizes will be awarded at 11:45
a.m. Entry fee is $2 per participanUfami·
ly. Call 753-7714 for more information.
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Track in vitational. Annual men's and
women's track meet, Stewart Stadium.
Time t o be announced.

Pl acement. Loss Control, Inc. of Lex·
ington will interview occupatirmal safe·
ty and health majors. Call 762·3735 or
762-3801 for more information,

April22 Tuesday

Recita l. Senior piano t·ecital of Jimmy
Evitts, 6:45 p.m., Fan·ell Recital Hall.
Free admission.

H orse sh ow. 4-H horse show, 10 a.m.,
West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Free admission.

NewsCenter 11. MSU TV-11. 6 p.m.

Concert. Murray State University
Chorale, conducted by Bev Hansen, 3:30
p.m.. Annex Recital Hall. Free
admission.
Public picnic. Sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Psi, 2 to 6 p.m., Intramural field
behind Winslow Cafeteria . Ft·ee
admission .

•

11

April24 Wednesday

Concert. MSU Percussion Ensemble, 8
p. m., Annex Recital Hall. Free
admission.

Exam tips. " Make A's on Your Finals,"
7 p.m., Hart Hall Coffeehouse. Everyone
i!'l invited. Refreshments will be aerved.

Staff Excelle nce Awat·ds. I 0 a.m ..
Wrathet· West Kentucky Museum

Your ad could be here!
Advertise with
the Murray State News! •

11

I

Horse Show

Cutting Hor~ Show , 1 p.m., Saturday
and 10 a.m., Sunday, We!jt Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Free admission. Call 762-6181 for more
information.

The New Madrid ·

The national literary magazine
(formerly Murray Review) is now accep·
ting submissions oS. poetry and fiction.
Deadline is Aug. 1. Black and white
photographs to be considered for cover
art with dimensions of 6x9 and 1/4-inch
thick or less, should be submitted by
Annual Banquet
June 30. Selected art will be awarded
Sigma Xi Club will hold the 12th an- $50 and given national exposure. Innual banquet to recognize students for clude name and address and send a self·
research accomplishments. The banquet, addressed, stamped envelope for return
6 to 8 p.m., April 27, Seven Seas of literary and art submissions. Send to
Restaurant, will cost $11 pet· person. The New Madrid , c/o English Depart·
Call Robert Etherton, 7624978 for more ment, Faculty Hall, Murray State
information.
Unversity, Murray, KY 42071.

NewsMa kers. MSU TV-11, 6:05 p.m.

Sunday

,.

Alumni Banquet

April25

NewsCenter 11 . MSU TV·ll, 6 p.m.
Luncheon . Wesley Foundation, 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. $1.50 donation.
Movie. "Look Who's Talking,'' 3:30, 7
and 9:30 p.m., Curris Center theater.
Admission $1 for matinee. Evening
showings $1.50 for students \vith ID:
$2.50 without ID.
Recital. 8 p.m., Farrell Recttal Hall.
Ft·ee admission.

Thursday

April26

-----':------~--

Ar m y Ca reer Day. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m ..
Cutchin Field. Free admission.
Ca reer seminar. 3:30 to 5 p.m., Barkley
Room, Curris Center, presentation by
YMCA. Free admission .
Lecture. 7:30 p.m., CUtTis Center
theater. Lecturer, Sarah Waddington.
attorney in Roe vs. Wade. Free
admission.
B aseb all. MSU 'Breds vs. Southern II·
linois, Reagan Field. Time to be
announced.
Concert. 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall
Free admission .
S ports Overtime. MSU TV· 1 1 r, 05
p.m.
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Lady Racers finish second,
set records at Samford meet
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Reporter

The Murray State Univer;:;ity
Lady Racer· track team set two
school records and three meet
record:; at the Samford Univer·
sity Magic City Vulcan Relays
Saturday.
Dawn Woodside, a senior ft·om
Nas!'lau, Bahamas, lhr·ew the
$hot-put 43 feet 5 3/4 inches,
setting a meet record She also
set a school and meet r·ecot·d in
the discu~ with a 145 foot 3 inch
throw.
The Lady Racers scored a
meet and schoolt·ecord by r·unning the 4x800 meter relay in 9
minutes, ·1.95 seconds.
The Lady Racers fini!'hed second in the final team standings
with 98 points. The Lady Racers

WOMEN'S
TRACK
and Racers combined fini:;h~d
fourth with 124 points.
The1·e were four first place
wins: Dawn Woodside in shot·
put and discus; Stephanie
Saleem, a junior from Neptune,
N.J., in the 100-meters with a
time of 11.90 and the Lady
Racers in the 4X800 meter
relay.
Margaret Simmons. women's
track and cross country coach,
was pleased with the resultil.
"Every kid that t•an, jumpt•d
or threw improved in at least
one event." she said. "They did
better than they did all season ."
Simmons said the team is gel·

been going since August. There
hnve been some mujor and
minot· injuries.
The next meet will be the
Twilight Invitational at
Stewart Stndium on April 21.
The field events bl•gin at 3:30
p.m. and the running- events
begin ut 4:30 p.m. if the team
hns to run prelimi nudes. If not.
I h<.> a·unning events will begin at
5:30p.m.
Teams competing in the meet
include Austin Peay Slate
University, Harris Stowe.
At· kansas State U ni versitv,
Wallace State University and
the Univer-sity of Mississippi.
"Wallace State and HatTis
Stowe have nice teams, but I
think we can win," Simmons
said.

Spoke & Pedal
Bicycle Shop
RALEIGH® HEAT

We turned up the Heat and it's white-hot! New and improved
for 1990 the Technfum~ Mountain SportTM Heat features an
oversize head lug for a stronger headset and fork. With
improved geometries, the frame also has external brake
cable routing for positive brake action and TIG welded rear
wishbone. Shlmano 500 LX components are
performance-oriented with Rapid Fire STI under-bar shifting, •
alloy round chainrings and 7-speed Hypergllde cassette
freehub. Available in white·hot.

• Araya rims wnh Ritchey tires
• Shimano 500 LX group
• True Temper chrome-moly bar
• overside head lug
• Mountain Technlum® with TIG rear

Brinker leads ninth place finish
By LISA TATE

GOLF

Reporter

The Munay State University
golf team finished ninth of 21
teams at the Marshall Universi·
ty Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in Huntington, W. Va.,
Friday and Saturday.
Kent State University won
the annual 54-holl' event with a
team total of875. Murray State
had an overall score of 903.
Dirk Brinker, a sophomore
fl·om Evansville. Ind., wal:l the
top finisher for Murray State
with a 54-hole total of 224.
Craig Schwettman, a freshman
from Murmy, shot the lowest

single round of71. His total was
236.
Jeff Wells, a senior from
Bloomington, Ill., ended two
shots behind Brinker with a
score of 226. Chris Wilson, a
freshman from Mayfield, scored
230, while John Hobby, a senior
from Princeton, scored 232
Murray State golf coach Buddy Hewitt said that he thought.
the team did reasonably well
and was glad the team finished
ahead of all the Kentucky
schools except the University of
Louisville. ''The team improved

as the season progres:;ed,"
Hewitt said. "Practice is what
golf is all about."
The Racer·s will play in the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships May 14-15 in
Nashville, Tenn., at the Old
Hickory Country Club.
Seven teams compete in the
OVC. The for·mat will be 36
holes Monday and 18 holes
Tuesday, with a pr·actice round
on Sunday.
Hewitt said he had no idea of
what to expect because this has
been an in-between year. "We
haven't played against other
teams in the conference,"
Hewitt said.
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Be1-Air
Shopping Center

Positions Open for
Senate Committee Chairmen
-Election Ways and Means Chair1nan
-University Affairs ChairDlan
-Non-Traditional and Co1nm.uter Student
Chairntan (m.ust be a non-traditional or a
CODlDluter student)
Applications are due at noon on Wednesday, May 2
Pick up applications in the SGA Oftlce.
Requirements: Full time student and 2.0 GPA

I

---

753~388

/
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14K GOLD BU'I'tERCUP
~
DIAMOND

#) ONLYS12
~

EARRINGS
88

Factory
Discount
Shoes
16th and Main
(Next to the AT Q house) .
Photo by R. CRAIG RAYCRAFT

A HOT TEAM:

Thoroughbreds team members stand by as the Infield of Johnny Reagan
Field burns to help It dry. The 'Breds have not been burning up the field with their play,
however, as they have lost four of their five past games to fall to 13·18 on the season. They will
host Ohio Valley Conference opponent Eastern Kentucky University Saturday and Sunday and
will travel to Memphis, Tenn. , Tuesday, to face the Memphis State University Tigers.

coaches discuss questions
which affect college sports
By MARK YOUNG
3ports Ed•tor
As a pm·t of Kappa Week. a
wetJk of' activities ~>ponsored by
Kappa Alpha P~i fraternity.
fiv£• Murray State UniverSity
coaches met ~londay night in
Mason Hall in a forum to
di:;cuss various issues conce1·n·
in~ college athletics.
Th<.• coaches who participated
w~.>re men's assistant baskett-all
coach James Holland, head foot
ball coach ~1ikc Mahoney,
men's head track coach Stan
Nu1·ewsk1. head volleyball
couch Osca1· Segovia and
women's head basketball conch
Lany Wall.

The program opened with
Kappa Alpha Psi advisot·
Ronald Blyden, Jr., asking each
coach to tell how they got i.1·
volvl'd in coaching
"This is my lOth year at 'Mut··
ray State, six as an as~;istant,
and four as a head coach."
Mahoney said. "I love footbull
and I like the college game."
"] was curious how good !
could be." Narewski said. "I
started a track club in Birm·
ingham, Ala., and decided to get
into coaching."

'The discipline and
pride of the people on
my team make my job
easier; my concern is
to get these ladies to
graduate and make a
name for themselves'
- Segovia
Segovia said he started
coaching later than the other
coaches. "I didn't know what I
wanted to do in life," he said. "I
finally decided to set :;;orne
goals.
"No one will hire you without
a degree was my philosophy,"
Segovia said. "It feels good to be
here. We\·e lx•cn very fortunate
to have a good program here."
Holland said that coaches hai:l
always been a big influence in
his life. "After I played one year
with the Harlem Globetrotters'
national team, they decided to
consolidate the national team
and the intcmational team into
one," he said. "I didn't want to
just be a journeyman, and I
decided that it would be good to
get involved with young kids."
Wall said that be enjoys work·

•

L.A. GEAR .•
. Mens' $38.95 and up
Ladies' $25.95 and up

ing with young people. ·~You
stay young around young people,'' he said.
"We always try to lind out
what kind of people we ar·e getting before we offer them a
scholarship," Narew11ki said.
''We want the kind of
students who will go to class.
and who is willing to come early
and stay late.'' Narewski said.
"We have to relv on first and se.
cond impressio~s. so sometimes
we will miss one.''
"We send out quest ionnaires.
get films and evaluate physical
attributes of potential player·s.·•
Mahoney said. "But we don't go
after a guy we don't think can
pass Proposition 48.
"With all of our guys, [:We
either been in their houtSe m·
their parents have been here,"
~1ahoney said. "We like :o ,;ee
where they're coming from. The
good <.nes have someone at
home pushing them.''
Mahoney said that he does not
think college athletes should be
paid. "The scholarship is
See FORUM
Page 21A

KCk df D1r11r Oajoo Scmrday, Mlr 5 at
theColegate 11111111111 b.mey~
pa 1511> nthe lllflllt
Buy'1M llclrlls roN for rrlf S15 and be
~ t> Win tM> reserVciicrls oo Delta to
••n•ra ntheca amta1 u.s. (Derby
Oat gale pice -$20.)
8rirg yw lrlalls, suppOO'fMtear.l-

cmlllliJ!

1lclllls ... on 111111:
---· . . . Stall • ~ AEaeatiCJl
Offce. Qlris CErlter Rtst FW, fb:m 101
712-1711 • ~.-Fri.
arorn.s~.

'The Modern Salon''
Hair care pr ofession als
Hwy. 641 North

The Village

•

•
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FORUM
Continued from Page 20A
enough," he said. ''Besides, we
couldn't pay ow· guys here
anyway."
Holland said that he thinks
there has been a move in the
past few years to clean up the
college game. "Football and
men'.s basketball can be big
moneymakers," he said. "Peo·
ple who give money to the
University put pressure on you
for a winning prOI,"l'am."
The coaches agreed that they
are in favot· of coaches making
money from endorsing products.
"Coaching is a business,"
Holland said. "If you can make
more money, I believe you
should be able lo."
"l guar;;1ntee all the coaches
here could coach at a high
school in Georg1a and make
mot·e money than they do here,"
Nat·ewski said. "I have no pro·
blem with anyone making
endot·semenls."
"It's an elite few who make a
lllt of endorsements fo1· pro
ducts," Mahoney satd.
The coaches said that they
were opposed to the proposed
Proposition 42 fot' athletes hav·
ing to make a 700 score on the
· SAT test or a 14 on the ACT test
and have a 2.0 !,r:rade point
average in high school and ll
core courses.
According to the proposed
Proposition ·i2, if a player does
nol meet these requit·E•ment~ m
high school. hl• cannot rec:et\'U
financial uid of any k lnd hi:;
first year in college. After tlw
studcmt's first yl'al· in college.

"I'd like to see the whole stu~
dent body and the faculty and
staff get tested for drugs.''
Narewski said.
Segovia said that women's
sports will never make as much
money for a university as men's
sports do. "Women's sports will
always play second fiddle," he
said. "When you compare
women's pro sports to men's.
it's unbeliveable.''
he can t·eceive a scholarship for
three years.
"The faculty senate Lhinkl'l we
"I think it's wrong to take heat buildings with $20 bills,"
Narewski said. "I don't know
grant money away from a
player,·· Mahoney said. "You how Michael Strickland does
could have a student with a 3.5 the budget with t he amount of
grade point average who would money he gets."
Segovia said that there is not
have lo sit out a year because he
didn't have a certain chemistry a secret fot· recruiting good
student.athletes. "I don't
class in high school."
''l think you should either recr uit anyone with less than a
qualify or you don't.,'' Narewski 21 on their ACT," he said.
"The di::;cipline and pride of
Mid.
"If a player has the qualifies· the people on my team make my
liom; commg- out of hij.!h school, job easier," Segovia said. "My
he has five yea1·s lo get a college concern is to get these ladies to
graduate and make a nwne for
degn~e." Nat·ewski said. "If a
student dot!sn't qualify out. of themselves, bul I still have to
hil{h ~;chool. he has to come over monitot· t.hem once in a while."
"The coach's role is to t.ake
here and work really hard for a
year to prove he belongs in col· responsibility for their people
lege. He then gets a scholarship <whether it is) good or bad,"
for three years to complete Narewski said. "If one of our
three years of study. I think players get into trouble, we
everyone should get five years have to take care of it. If a
businel-IS major gets into trou·
lo get a degree."
Mahoney swd that he is in ble, the business depw·tment
favor of drug testing for college doesn't get a call about il."
"I would love to recruit
alhlet.es. "I'm naive about
drugs," he said. "I want to students who you would never
know if one of my player!> hafi a · have to help," Holland said.
problem, so 1 can get him to u "Athletes are under t.he
counselor to gel him some microscope and they will be in
the paper if they don't do well."
help."

'I guarantee all the
coaches here could
coach at a high school
in Georgia and make
more money than they
do here'
-Narewski
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Check Into
Murray State University's
Graduate Program Today!
Ask Department Chaimlan about a
Graduate Assistantship - but hurry,
space is lim1ted.
For more information contact: Dr. William Payne.
Coordinator. 324 Wells Hall. 762-3752
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jsPORTS NOTEBOOK/
Basketball tournament planned
The Munay State University Lady Racer tennis team will spon·
sor an open basketball tournament April 27-29.
The tournament will consist of teams of five and is open to all
males any age. Games will be played in Racer Arena and in both
gyms of the Carr Health Building with one con!;olation round .
The tournament will begin Friday, April 27 at 7 p.m. and will
end Sunday, April 29.
The entry fee for the tournament is $50 per team, and ent ry
blanks can be picked up in the women's tennis office in r oom 110 of
the Carr Health Building or t he infotmation booth on th e second
floor of the Curris Center.
Checks for the entry fee shold be made out to the Murray State
University Women's Tennis Foundation. For more information,
contact Sherryl Rouse at 762-6462 or 753-7164.

Dert;>y Vermin ·win tourney
Detby Vl'rmin won the right to represent Murray State Un iversi·
ty at the KPntucky Derby at Churchill Oo\\o'llR in Louisville May 5
by defeating the Ali·Greek Connection in a tournament last
weekend h~!re in Murrav.
In other intramural activities, the Plague is leading the Gretzky's Guy -. league of floor hockey with a perfect 6-0 record. Lambda
Chi Alpha 1s leading the IFC league of floor hockey at 9·0, followed
closely by Alpha Tau Omega nt 9-1.
In the Ultra Slimfast league of coed softball, The Bop is on top
with a 2-0 rt•cord, wilh the KT's at 1-0 .

.·

~ Buy or Lease A New
Chevrolet or Geo And
Get $600 Off When You Qualify.
The GMAC College Graduate Anance Plan can
help put you in last lorward ...at our dealership.
Qualify and you11 get $600 off Chevrolet or Geo.
Plus, no previous credit is needed. There's just a
low down payment when your purchase, and you
can choose to defer your first payment lor 90
days." Or, you can take advantage of financing
options like SMART LEASE 111 by GMAC and GMAC's
Buyer's Choice Plan.
Just remember:This is a limited-time offer, so get
into last forward today!

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
South 12th Street
753-2617
" Nel a~U8ble 11'4ough GMAC's &yan Choice Pill\ SMARli.EASE buy GMAC, Of whtn pu~thasilg 111 Mdllgan. 01 i1 New .Ieisey Ofl Vllllicles
wllla QSh sellll'lg pra ol $10 000 orl8ss FN/ICt chllgeSICCIUI fron~dallol ~.ase.

GMAC

FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Onztling! That's
the only way to describe
~
your car after it receive• the Showroom Luetre
Wash Process. Chrome sparkles. Paint work
gleams. Showroom Luetre acll.lally rvconditlona
your linish with a rich, radiant glow.

Need A Summer Job?
MSU Housing Office seeks
hard working individuals for
sunuiter employment.
..

Positions available for custodial workers
and maintenance repair persons.

• Work up to 30 ho:urs a week
• Flexible work schedule

-...
• Minimum Wage

..

For n1ore information stop by or call the
MSU Housing Office at 762-2310.

April26&27
Sp.m.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
For more reservation
information call 762-4421

,.

.

C~SSIAEDS~~~~~~~~~~
To my grand lit sis
Susan, you're the best!
Pi love, YGB Missy

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline .... ....... Monday 3 p. m.
Houra: Monday and Wednesday 3 p.m. • S p.m.
Tuesday, Thuraday and Friday 2 p.m. • -4 p.m.

Closed weekends and holidays.
Exact chW1g• or cn.dl NQUir~. NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER TttE
PHONE. Ade may I» mailed along whh pey,..,t to:

Cl.ASSIFIEDS OEPAA'Jl.ENT

Congats Leigh and
Kristie let's grab some
Pamprin and go to
Kansas to celebrate .
Suck upl James
Kelly, smile there's only
2 issues left and then
we're out of here!
Thanks for everything
You're great! Karen

The Murray State Nftws
2609 University Station
Murray, KV 42071

RATES
With MSU 10· 15~ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10 : 10~ per word
Without MSU 10: 15~ per word
Bold Face - $1 per llne
Attention Getters -

*** or tl'tf'tl - $1

INDEX
PERSONALS/GREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE

RECYCLE - Collect
aluminum cans and
newspaper for the solid
waste. Recycling drive
Monday - Remember
EARTH
DAY,
EVERY DAY·!

Kristie, congrats on
being named assistant
C-Llfe editor for next
year! Next year will be a
blast! Leigh, Assistant
News Editor

Angie, glad to get rid of
you for the weekend.
KIDDING! Seriously, I
love you a lot and
missed you. Chris

Bryan - thanks for flying
in for my formal! Only 22
more days until I'm outta
here. I love you! Un

Karl, congratulations on
your SGA senator
position. I know you'll
work hard! I'm proud of
you!
I love you,
Marianna

lambda Chi Alpha Fun
Run for children April 28,
Sk - 3 mlle. All proceeds
go to Christian Childrens
fund . Just do it . . .
Please

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1·
602-838-8885 Ext.
GH4852 ..-.x~
~ATTENTION

STRONG WILLED!
College Educated
Author writes - "An Ax In
The Head For Better
Understanding· - 20
pages. Full Illustrations.
Immediate one-week
delivery. $3 to JWW
Box 16 Blandville, KY
42026

"AIRLINES
NOW
HIRING!
FLIGHT
ATTENDANTS, MANY
OTHER POSITIONS !
$17,500- $58,240 Call
(1 ) 602-838-8885 Ext.
X-4852" 4171
"ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - in
your area .
Many
immediate openings
without waiting list or
test. $17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXT R4852" 4171
Marketing
Co-Op
Prepare for your caree.r
and travel this summer.
Average
Profit
$ 5 , 3 0 0 •
For
information call615-664·
3713

FOR SALE: Carpet, 8
by 4, forest green, good
condition $20.
Graduating senior must
sell. Call762-6170, ask
for Karen

SALES Are you tired of
bagging groceries or
working the midn ight
shift at the local
convenience store? Are
you ready to make some
SERIOUS
money?
•part/Full Time ·work
your own hours •No
PRIOR EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED
•Environmentally
oriented product line
•commission position
•$200 • $500 investment
required
•Bi-monthly
training sessions CALL
TODAY TO RESERVE
YOUR PLACE AT THE
NEXT INFORMATION
SESSION (901) 7843692 447

"ATIENTION: HIRING!
CRUISE SHIP, CASINO,
HOTEL JOBSt FREE
TRAVEL BENEFITS!
Details. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. Y-485~ 4171

ABSOLUTELY
NO
EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED!
Excellent wages for
spare time assembly.
Easy work. Call 1-318828·4989 Ext. H 1863.
24 Hours Including
Sunday

Hewlett Packard
18C Financial
Calculator great for
finance or accounting
majors $100

"ATIENTION: POSTAL
JOBS!
Start
$11 . 41/hour!
Fo r
application info call (1)
602·838-8885, Ext. M4852, Sam • 1Opm , 7
days.· 51•

I need a ride to Colorado
around the end of May.
Help w~h gas. Call lisa
at 762-2466

I
"ATTENTION: EASY
WORK EXCELLENT
PAY!
Assemble
products at home .
Details. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. W.-4852" u

MSU
Escort
Service. Dept. of
Public Safety offers
escort service after dark
7 days a week. Call7622222.

. GET A HEAD START
WITH THE
CLASSIFEDS
Whether you're having fun in the Personals section
shopping for a newer mode of transportation, or
searching for a new job, count on the Classifieds to
take the legwork out of the race!
And when you've got something to sell, and ad In
the Classifieds can put you in the lead at a pnce so
small that anyone can afford to be a sport.

So next time you want to get the job done, team up
with Cllassifieds ... and save your running shoes for
the gym!

THE

WII~NING

762-4478
The Murray State News

OPEN HOUSE
Mtirray Airport

Full line of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools,
Hardware and much, much morel

Grand Prize: Round trip flight, 2 tickets to Chicago Cubs vs.
Houston Astros on May 26, and limo ride from airport to game and
back.

. BRING THIS AD IN FOR
10°/0 OFF PURCHASE

Anyone may enter. Two chances to win.

ElD&.: Free prize give-away every hour.
rides
food
games

.•..i

Coupon not good on special orders, sale items, or
cash or carry prices.
*Expires April 30

•
• Bel-Air Shopping
i•
Center
•
759-1390
~

· Aprn2a

Aircraft Services of
Murray
489-2160

Sto,. hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a .m .·8 p.m.
Satun:lay 8 a.mA> p.m.
Sunclay 1 p.m.·5 p.m.

!.......- ..~.........................- .•-.-............•.............: .

SAVE A TREE, RECYCLE TffiS PAPER!
'IIie Murray State :J{g:ws encourages you to particiapte in 'Eartfi 'lJay 1990.
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JR. F
OD
ART
Anniversary Sale
Thanks Murray for a successful two years! .
~:,.ee

Open 24 hours
506 N. 4th St.
753-8575

flcJre 7 l..ott. ·
$ Ch0 .foty 8 'Y
70 n 1Ce •~·· 0 IJ,.
~cts IJ ~vtth ·
lJ,.Ch
!lse

Sunday
Special
only
4-22 and 4-29
10:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

8 pes. Chicken
Creole or Hot 'N Spicy

$2.99
Register for prizes
to be given away daily

I)

Creole
Fr..d

._.,CII~III11n

Prices effective April 22 - May 5

/---

1
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Global event to attempt to build commitment
toward creating safe environment on planet
.
By LAURA DOUGHERTY

Editor
Earth Day 1990 will be held
Sunday throughout the world.
It marks the beginning of a
long-term commitment toward
building a safe, sustainable
planet. "Think Globally, Act
Locally" is the worldwide
theme.
Dennis Hayes, coordinator for
both the 1970 and 1990 Earth
Days, said in E, an environmen·
tal magazine, "The timing is
right. There are moments in
history when things are possible and moments when they are
not. You either move when the
time is right, or you lose your
opportunity."
Some of the problems that ignited the original Earth Day
have been addressed while
other problems have grown
worse, but the planet faces new
problems such as greenhouse
gasea. ozone holes, acid rain,
toxic waste, expanding deserts
and shrinking rain forests.
Earth Day's 1990 global effort
is driven by an international
board of sponsors spanning
every continent. Its 37 members
represent 20 countries and in·
cludes the leaders Qf countries
and the heads of international
organizations. Out of the 162
countries on the planet, 134 of
the countries are official participants of Earth Day 1990.
Globally, 100 million people
are expected to participat~ in
the 2,500 activities scheduled
for Sunday, said Drew Stoll,
Earth Day coordinator for Land
Between the Lakes.
The focus of Earth Day 1990
is reaching out to lhe com·
munities. The idea is to pull
diverse groups into local coalitions. The local groups can then
decide what to do within their
own communities.
"I view Earth Day less as an
event than as a three-stage process," Hayes said in E.
Stage three is an agenda after
the event. It will be easy for
everyone to get caught up in the
first two stages, Hayes said. An
agenda will give direction after
the event. Stage three is to en·
sure that out of the event comes
a strengthened, broadened environmental movement with
clear cut plans for where it is to
go.
Some of the accomplishments
Earth Day 1990 hopes to
achieve include:
• A worldw i de ban on
chlorofluorocarbon-chemicals
that destroy the ozone layer and
contribute to global warming.
• stowing the rate of global
warming and the spread of acid
rain by promoting renewable
energy and energy efficiency.
• A halt to global deforestation coupled with a program to
plant a billion trees.
• Implementation of strong,
InSide

effective recycling programs in
every community and a ban on
packaging materials that are
neither recyclable or
biodegradable.
• Implementation of a comprehension hazardous waste
program, emphasizing .source
reduction.
8 0rganization of a powerful
internal agency with authority
to safeguard the atmosphere,
the oceans and other global
commons from international
threats.
• The adoption by all coun·
tries of strategies to stabilize
their populations within limits
that are sustainable using environmentally available
agricultural and industrial
processes.

Distinctive Earth
Day Activities
A few distinctive Earth Day
activities will be taking place in
Russia, Italy and Haiti, Stoll
said.
In Russia, environmental
posters designed by grade
school children from Wisconsin
will be displayed. In Italy, a
train has been equipped with an
environmental lab to drive
across the country and conduct
pollution and water tests. A
tree will be planted for every
child born in Haiti throughout
1990.
There are several globallycoordinated activities that
everyone can participate in.
• Trees are important to the
environment. Every Earth Day
participant can plant at least
one tree and care for it until it
can survive on its own. This will
help to reach the goal of planting one billion trees. Trees provide many services such as
removal of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere, absorbtion of
other pollutants, control erosion, provide firewood, serve as
wind barriers and offer shade.
• Every Earth Day participant can let t heir national,
state and local lawmakers know
of their environmental concerns. Legislative bodies are being encouraged to adjourn for
one day so the public can let
them know of existing
problems.
• Earth Day participants can
attend local parades, gatherings and conferences to learn
more about and discuss important local, national and global
environmental issues.
• Throughout April, broadcast and cable networks are
featuring programming on environmental topics. Earth Day
participants can watch these
programs and educate
themselves.
• Clothing provides an easy

,

,..-.__

..'

Photo by R. CRAIG RAYCRAFT

Murr•y State University workers plant treu on campus. One goal of Earth Day I• to plant one
billion trees.

way for large numbers to
demonstrate solidarity. On
Earth Day, participants are .encouraged to wear green attire to
show their concern for the
earth.

Earth Day Twenty
Yeal'8Ago
··Twenty years ago the
general feeling was you had to
change your whole lifestyle.
This frightened some and madl'
others disbelievers. It was seen
as a not-so-attainable goal,"
said Ruth Jacquot, Earth Day
coordinator for Western
Kentucky.
Activities of the 1970 event
ranged from nature walks to
direct action against major

polluters. The mayor of New
York banned automobiles from
Fifth Avenue and 100,000 people attended an eco-fair in
Union Square. The United
States Congress adjourned for
Earth Day to enable members
to attend teach-ins in their
districts.
, Earth Day 1970 saw responRe
to the concerns voiced by the
various activities. The Environmental Protection Agency
was created in 1971 Soon afterwards, the Clean Air Act and
the Clean Water Act were put
into effect.
"The agenda that we hope
will flow out of Earth Day 1990
will put some muscle on the con·
cept of the 90s as the 'Green
Decade,"' Hayes said in E
magazme.

INSIDE
Hazardous
Waste

28

Garbage: A
Nationwide
Concern
48 & 58
Murray State
Earth Day
78
Activities

/
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Advanced industry leaves hazardous waste;
MSU offers program to teach management
By ALL YSON HOBBIE
News Editor
Pt·ogre~s in our time has
meant the manufacturing of
many products for the purpo~e
of making life easier. Unfor·
tunately, sometimes the
manufacturing of these products also pt·oduces materials
generally not regarded as being
quite as useful.
A small percentage of these
wastes are dangerous and
harmful to the environment
and to human health. These
are classified as hazardous
wastes.
According to statistics from
the Environmental Pt·otection
Agency, 90 percent of all hazardous waste in the United States
is not disposed of properly and
only 10 percent is managed
within the safeguards embodied in hazardous waste
regulation.
For many years the disposal
of hazardous waste went unchecked as manufacturers
du~ped their waste in water·
ways and land fills unde1· no
regulation from the
government .
In 1976 thl' Federal Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act
!RCRA> was enacted to give the
United State Environmental
Protection Agency specific
authority to regulate the
generation, transport and
disposal of ~azardous waste.
_I~ the Umted States alone 80
b1lhon pounds of hazardous
waste is manufactured every
year and that. number is
growing.
Also several thousand abandoned hazardous waste dumping sites have been identified
within the United States.
Samuel S. Epstein said in
Hazardous Waste in America

Photo by ANITA MCDOWELL

Students In the Hazardous Waste Management program at Murray State are given hands on experience In emergency procedures.
This training enables them to handle first-on-the-scene emergencies in the event of spillage of hazardous waste.

that no other environmental
problem poses more starkly
than hazardous waste the
dilemma of indu~trial
civilization.
"Materials and functions
that have come to be taken for

~-

).

• Read labels; buy'~eteast toxic products
available; find out the best disposal
methods for toxic products; use
nonharmful substitutes. ·
• Avoid purchasing .c lothes that require
dry cleaning, for it uses toxic chlorinated
solvents; dry clean oiily _when necessary.
• Ask your service station to t}Se CFC
recovery equipment wheri repairing
auto air conditioners.
·
• Test your . home for radon, especially if
on the eas·t coast.
~· :~:::~:::t

• Support legislative tPipatives that
encourage industry to modify {.
manufacturing processes to eliminate the
production of hazardous wastes, and
reduce, reuse, recycle what is produced.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

.
,

granted as fundamental
features of modern life are
dependent on an exponentially
increasing, proliferating and
dangerous array of chemicals.
"These chemicals generally
serve a useful purpose, but
when the purpose is completed,
their dangerous properties
often remain in the wastes sometimes for a brief time,
sometimes forever,'' Epstein
said.
The Environmental Protec·
tion Agency uses four tests to
determine if waste is hazardous. These four tests are: ignitabllity, corrosivity, reactivity or toxicity.
lgnltablllty is determined as
to whether waste poses a fire
hazard during routine
management.
Corroalvlty is determined if
the waste requires special con·
tainers because of their ability
to corrode standard materials
or that require segregation
from other wastes because of
their ability to dissoive toxic
contaminants.
Aeactlvfty is determined if
the waste has the tendency to
react spontaneously, to react
vigorously with air or water, to
generate toxic gases or to e~
plode during routine
management.
Toxicity is determined if the
waste releases toxicants in sufficient quantities to pose a
substantial hazard to human
health or the environment
when improperly managed.
The EPA has also determined
nine basic hazards if toxic
waste is not properly controlled
supply; well closures; habitat

destruction, when natural
habitats are rendered unfit for
indigenous species; soil contamination; and human health,
including kidney malfunction,
respirastory difficulties or
death.
Fish kills; livestock; sewers.
when hazardous waste
rendered them unsafe or inoperable; and other, these in·
elude damages to crops or
wildlife, air pollution, fire or
explosion hazards and aban·
doned sites.
Wastes that generally are
classified as hazardous include
radioactives, flammables,
heavy metals and asbestos.
Radioactive& are elements
that are intrinsically unstable
because they give ofT energy or
charged particles as they decay
into other forms.
Flammables are a
miscellaneous category of
chemicals whose danger
derives mainly from their
tendency to react strongly with
other materials, giving ofT
massive quantities of heat in
the process.
Heavy metals, which include
lead, arsenic, zinc, cadmium,
copper and mercury pose a
variety of health hazards. Lead
for example, in very small
quantities is a neurotoxin,
causing learning disabilities in
children.

change.
Because of the tininess of the
fibers it easily penetrates the
exposed surface of the lungs,
where it serves as a source of
constant irritation which
re~IUlts in progressive lung
disease or lung cancer.
At Murray State University
there is a Hazardous Waste
management program offered
through the department of oc·
cupational safety and health.
Lake Merritt, director of
hazardous waste training
center, said he was proud of the
MSU hazardous waste management program because it was
one of the few in the country.
He said the program was
strong because it was based in
the OSH department and there
were professors who have good
credentials in the field
available to teach the classes.
He said the program was a
necessity for any individual
who dealt with hazardous
waste in his occupation firefighters, state troopers.
emergency medical technicians
and even janitors.
"The Occupational Safety
Health Association standards
require anybody who deals
with hazardous waste at all to
have so much training," Merritt said.
The training at Murray State
is not for the disposal of the
waste, but for the initial handlAsbestos is the name for a ing of it.
group of minerals composed of
"We teach people their rights
calcium or magnesium silicates and responsibilities to protect
formed into long, threadlike themselves, their community
fibers. It is because of the and the environment while
ftberous nature of asbestos that handling a spill - they are
it is so dangerous, because it taught to mitigate the situadoes not under-go chemical tion," Merritt said.
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Americans concerned about environment
faced With many areas in wh_ich to improve
By ALL YSON HOBBIE

Editor
Environmental issues have
come to the forefront of the
American consciOusness in recent years because of reports of
the Earth's dwindling natural
resources.
As the nation celebrates
Earth Day 1990 on Sunday
many Americans will he re·
evaluating the way they live
and make use of the resources
available in theit· environment.
Among the most vocalized of
the environmental concerns
are threats to the ozone layer,
the harmful effects of
pesticides, the environmental
problems of populat10n growth,
the problems of increased
automobile usage and acid
rain.
The Greenhouse Effect is
the popular term fot· the role
the variable atmospheric con·
stituents cat·bon dioxide, water
vapor and trace gases play in
keeping the Earth's surface
warmer bhan it would be
witho\lt their presence.
Variations in both carbon
diox1de and water vapor have
played an important part hl
climatic changes. For this
reason, many env1ronmental
scientists have expressed con·
cern over the global increase of
atmospheric carbon dioxide in
recent decades, largely as the
result of the burning of fossil
fuels.
Some scientists have main·
tained that the sharp rise in
global tempet·atures in the
1980s is a result of the
greenhoUHe effect.
A report issued in 1988 by
three international organizations called for further research
concerning the greenhouse effeet and urged immediate action to counteract the global
warming trend.
Automobiles are harmful to
the environment in two major
ways - the harmful emissions
they release into the at·
mosphere and the utilization
and destruction of natural
resources for the building of
roads.
Automobiles use one·half of
all of the oil consumed in the
United States. The burning of
this oil in automobiles releases
carbon dioxide into the at·
mosphere, which adds to the

News

greenhouse effect.
Also contributing to the
depletion of the ozone layer are
chlorofluorocarbons from leaky
car air conditioners.
Aside from contributing to
the greenhouse effect, the burn·
ing of gasoline in automobiles
emits pollutants into the air we
breathe.
Increasing the fuel efficiency
of automobiles could lessen the
amount of pollution released.
Improvements in public
transportation and carpooling
are other ways to reduce air
po11ution. Non· harmful
transportation alternatives are
walking and biking.
According to information provided by the Worldwatch In·
stitute, more than 60,000
square miles of land have been
paved in the lower 48 states to
accommodate America' s 135
million cars.
Almost half the land area in
most cities goes to providing
roads, h]ghways and parking
lots for cars, the institute
reports.
Pesticides are substances us·
ed to kill or control unwanted
insects, plants, fungi, mites,
rodents, bacteria or other pests.
According to a report releas·
ed by the Environmental Protection Agency, more than
34,000 such products are
registered by the EPA for use
in the U.S.
.
The EPA report cites several
positive effects of pesticdes in·
eluding: increased production
of food and fiber, improved
public health through contt:ol
of disease-carrying pests and
and the reduction of aggravation caused by a variety of
pests.
The negative effects of
pesticides, however, according
to the report include: possible
physical danger if not handled
correctly and that some
pesticides exhibit evidence of
long-term adverse health ef·
fects under some conditions.
Ramash Gupta, chief of the
veterinary toxicology depart·
ment at the MSU's Breathitt
Veterinary Center, said lack of
governmental regulations con·
cerning the use of pesticide$
could result in huma n
conhmination.
Gupta appeared on ABC's
Good Morning America in early February to discuss the
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Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

dangers of using Malathion to
contt·ol the MeditetTanean fruit
fly and household insects
" Malathion is a poison," Gup.
ta said. "It should not be used
in residential areas and in
large amounts."
The use of pesticides is of
course is important, but Gupta
said proper precautions must
be taken in their use.
"We can't live without the
use of pesticides, but they
should be used in safe condi·
tions and in proper intervals,"
Gupta said. "If it can kill flies
it can kill humans."
Population Growth affects
the environment because of the
increased burden on the
Earth's resources that more
people add.
As the population grows the
demands for resources increase
leading to increased pollution
and waste. More energy is us·

ed, which adds to the environmental problems of global
warming, acid rain, oil spills
and nuclear waste.
Also carrying the weight of
the extra burden is the land,
which must be utilized more for
agricultural purposes. This in·
creased land usage leads to
deforestation and soil erosion.
More land must be used for
homes, factories and roads.
According to a report by Zero
Population Growth, the Earth's
population will increase
another 95 million people this
year. At this rate the world's
population would surpass 10
billion and could exceed 14
billion people lste in the next
century.
Acid Rain is a common term
for pollution when sulphur and
nitrogen dioxides combine with
atmospheric moisture to pro·
duce a rain, snow or hail of
sulphuric and nitric acids.

U has been responsible for
lhe destruction of plant and
animal life in lakes, damaged
forests and crops, endangered
marine life in coastal waters,
eroded structures and con·
taminated drinking water.
Research shows that some of
the damage attributed to acid
rain is really the result of
natural causes, but sulphu.r
dioxide from oil and coal combustion and nitrogen oxides
produced by auto engines have
greatly intensified the acid
rain probl~m .·
lndividuais ln'ierested in letting your senators and
representatives know how you
feel about environmental
issues can write t hem at:
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20501
The Honorable Wendell Ford,
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20501 ·

For More Information On Enyironmental Issues
World Resources Institute
1709 New York Ave., NW

Friends of the Earth

Washington, DC 20006

218 D Street, SE
Wahington, DC 2CXX)3

(202) 638-6300

(202) 544-26())

Environmental Defense Fund
257 Park Ave. S
New York, NY 10010

National Audubon Society
900 Third Ave.

(212) 00&-21CXXl

New York, NY 10022
(202) 832-3200

National Wildlife Federation

Natural Resources Defense Council

l.fil 16th St., r-m
Washington, DC 20036
0 03) 790-4321

122 E. 42nd St.
New York, NY 10168

(212) 727-2700

/--- ...

I

.,,

Sierra Club

730 Polk St.
San Francisco, CA 94 109
(415) 776-2211
Union of Concemed Scientists
26 Church St.
Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 547-5552

World Wildlife Fund

1200 24th St., NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 293-4800
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By RHONNDA KERR
Ed1tor in Chief
Americans make up only five percent of the
world's population but produce rnOl'e than a
forth of its garbage, 133 million tons each
year.
In today's fast-paced world of convenience,
Americans buy disposable diapers. disposable
razors and disposable pens. They order tons of
carry-out food packaged efficiently in plastic
foam, paper bags and paper cups and simply
throw it all away once they are finished with it
causing landfills across the country to reach
their capacities prematurely.
The United States is being polluted by the
byproducts of Americans' COiwt•nient life.;tyles
- garbage.
Natm·ally, the states with the largest con·
centration of people produce the greatest
amount of waste and have the most difficulty
disposing of it properly, but the solid waste
problem affects every state in the country.
Kentucky has neither a ml\ndatory recycling
program not· a mandatory trash collection
policy. Counties must assume responsibility
for managing their own garbage from collec·
tion to disposal.
Because many state landfills are privately
owned, there has been a surge of out-of-statt•
waste dumping at Kentucky's borders.
States such as New York and New Jersev
with a high concentration of people and little
landfill space remaining haul their garbage to
states with fewer people and available landlill
space like Kentucky, said Charles Chilcutt,
the administrative superviRor for the Murray
Sanitation Department.
Chilcutt said a state-wide effort to establish
disposal regulations and fines is underway.
In January, Gov. Wallnc~ Wilkinson an·
nounced his endorsement of an environmental
management plan for Kentucky. Wilkinson's
plan includes the ftling, on an emergency
basis, of a package of upgraded solid waste
disposal regulattons, the cstabishment of Ken·
tucky's first solid waste reduction plan and the
creation of a Kentucky Waste Management
Authority.
"These regulations strengthen our solid
waste disposal standards so that fewer :states
interested in exporting their garbage are like·
ly to find Kentucky attractive," Wilkinson
said.

•
e•

nation

The new Kentucky Waste Management
Authority will provide local governments with
$20 million in subsidized loans to assist in the
development of waste facilities and strategies,
he said
''It is clear to me that we must help if we ex·
pect communities to cope with the b>'t'Owing
problem of solid waste management," Wilkin·
son said.
Kentucky county governments already have
a legal mechanism fot· creating a waste
management system.
State legislation authorizes counties to
establish "authorities" in the form of boards of
district~; to manage solid waste.
Most counties were initially unenthu.siaotic
about the 1984 solid waste planning regula·
tions, but now many have accepted solid wae:.te
planning.
Calloway County Judge Executive George
Weaks said there will be no new legislation
dealing with solid waste planning for the county this se:;sion.
Legislators wiJI discuss the issue in two
years during the next term, he said . "They
could call a special session, but I doubt it." ·

Loca{ Pro6{ems
Illegal waste dumping is a serious problem
in Calloway County, Weaks said.
The Murray City Landfill on Highway 121
North is the only legal dumping site in the
county, so many people dispose of their garbage illegally, he said.
"People dump their garbage in ditches on
the side of the road, and some allow dumping
on their private property," be said.
It is difficult to prosecute people for illegal
dumping because just like any other criminal
act there must be witnesses, Weaks said.
"You've got to see them dump it," he said
"Ju!it finding a name in the trash is not
enough. You have to have witnesses, and it's
very hard to get people to testify •·
"It <illE-gal dumping) is quite a problem," he
said. "I'm afraid it's going to get wor.;;e before
it gels better."
A piece of legislation trying to require that
all county residents receive garbage collection
from the Murray Sanitation Department ascity residents does exist., Chilcutt said.

Pnoto by AHONNOA KEAA

According to Murray State's Assoctate Director for Grounds Maintenance, Wayne Harper,
grounds maintenance employees spend a great deal of their time picking up litter on campus.

This Illegal dumping site on Woods Road right outside the city IImitt
be witnesses Just as In any other criminal act, and few people are

Chilcutt said he supports the legislation. " If
that's the answer to the p1-opcr disposal of
their trash, I'm all for it," he said .
Murray has a mandatory garbage collectton
policy. The Sanitation Depal'tment must col·
lect and dispose of all garbage within the city
limits. Residents are billed $6.25 a month.
Each city resident is allowed up to three cans
of garbage no larger than 32 gallons and no
smaller than 20 gallons each week.
The Sanitation Department also offers a
special pick-up service for bagged leaves and
yard waste. This special service is separate
from the garbage collection service and the
minimum charge is $6.
All solid waste collected by the Sanitation
Department is taken to the city landfill.
The landfill, 180 acres, receives approx·
imately 50 tons of waste every day, Chilcutt
said. These 50 tons include all waste from city
residents, commerical businesses within the
city limits, Murray State Univel'Sity, and
some county residents.
Any county resident can dump waste at the
city landfill for the fee of $2 per cubic yard.
Chilcutt said the city recently purchased
more land to "add some life to the landfill,"
because the original piece of land was
estimated to last only 12 to 15 mor e years.
"We have a good portion of it left to go now,"
he said.

The landfill emp
long every day," (
bulldozers over the
continually cover it
day, it is covered ag
inches of soil to con
One of the biggest
covering aut~mobih
are difficult to cover
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rains, he said.
Chilcutt, who has
Sanitation Departm
said the amount oft
Calloway County is
''1 can see a di:
amount of garbage \
has increased since
ing," he said.
Wayne Harper,
grounds maintena·
a.m ount of garbage ~
has also increased
been with MSU.
"There has been a
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Farm, but it is "n
said. "It's more of a
lect branches, stur.
burn them."
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e Americans throw Qway

18 .
· billion disposable diapers d year
- enough to stretch to the moon
aria tSaeR four times. Disposable
diapers can take up to 500 years
to decompose.

• .Enough energy can be saved
by recycling a case of soda cans
to fill a ear's gas tank Wift\ 1 1/2.

Photo hy RHOI'INDA KERR

1has been a problem for county officials for years. In order to prosecute people for Illegal dumping, there must
willing to testify.
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MwTay State disposes of most of its solid
waste at the city landfill, Harper said. It is
charged $2 per cubic yard.
During an average day, 20 cubic yards of
garbage are collected at MSU, he said. Twenty
cubic yards is equivalent to approximately five
tons.
Rather than paying for the burial of yard
waste, for many years Murray State has stored
it for composting, Harper said.
Composting consists of collecting the organic
waste, leaves and grass clippings, allowing it
to " break down and decompose" and placing it
in flower beds and lawn areas to improve the
soil, he said.
"It improves the production level of the
soil," he said.
Harper said Murray State is "looking into"
reusing more than just yard waste. "Recycling
is very important," he said.

~cycling
Harper said he is researching the possibility
of recycling paper on campus. "Stud ies have
indicated that paper is probably the biggest
contributor to the filling of all landfills."
The United States uses 67 million tons of
paper every year, or about 580 pounds per person. That is more than any other nation in the
world.
/

,,,: ~qUons , ~~ gaso!l~~t. .~ .,,,,~~::.:~:J~t~~i~~~~\;;;f;\ittf~;;;

In a recent article in E magazine, "What
Goes Aa·ound Comes Around," Leslie Pardue
~aid one of the major drawbacks of recycled
paper is its cost.
"In theory, recycled paper sould be cheaper,
since it turns garbage that someone would
otherwise have to pay to dispose of into a
marketable commodity," she said. However,
recycled paper is "typicallly at least 10 percent higher than that of comparable stock
made from virgin pulp," Pardue said.
Pardue said the reason recycled paper is
more expensive is because virgin mills operate
constantly and have created "a big glut in the
market which allows them to discount their
prices."
Murray State does not wastefully use an unnecessary amount of paper; it just needs to be
aware of where the paper goes once it has been
used, Harper said.
Harper said he has been researching the
idea of recycling paper at MSU for a month
and hopes to have his research completed this
summer.
Chilcutt said the Murray Sanitation Department is also looking into recycling.
City residents are not required to separate
their garbage, putting glass in one bag and
paper in another, for example, because there is
no place available to recycle it, he said.

---.....
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Graphic by CYRUS AFZALI

"Whether separated or not all the waste
would still go to the city landfill and be bul'ied
in the same place," he said.
There are presently no recycling centers for
paper, plastic or glaso in the area, but a multicounty paper recycling center will soon be
under construction at the West Kentucky
Easter Seal Centet·'s Complex in Paducah.
Murray doc!! have access to several local
metal recycling centers, however.
The local recycling centers receive a large
amount of aluminum cans from Murray State,
Harper said. "On this campus, there are very
few aluminum cans going to the dump.
because people collect them and sell them," he
said.
While discarded aluminum cans may sit in
landfills taking up valuable space for 200 to
500 years before they start to decompose,
recycled cans can be melted down and used
many times for more cans, aluminum foil or
even siding for a house.
Area recycling center owners told Paducah
Sun reporter Jill Duff that the number of people who take the time to recycle aluminum
and other metal has increased over the past
few years.
Recycling is increasing throughout the country just as it is locally, but the United States
still has a long way to go. While Western
Europe recycles about 30 percent of its solid
waste and Japan recycles more than 50 percent, the U.S. recycles only 10 percent.
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Kentuckians participate in global celebration
by striving to better environmental conditions
By LAURA DOUGHERTY
InSide Editor

" Th i nk Globally, Act
Locally.''
That ib the theme of Earth
Day 1990 and Kentuckians are
taking it to heart as they gear
up for this event to be
celebratE-d Sunday across the
world.
In January, Gov. Wallace G.
Wilkin!IOn kicked off Earth Day
by endorsing an environmental
management plan for Ken·
tucky. He announced his executive budget will provide for
the fundmg of every major
t hrust of' Kentucky'.s new plan
developed in the Department
for Environmental Protection.
Fu•·ther major environmental
steps announced by the governor include;
• The fil ing, on an emergency
basis, of a package of upgraded
s olid w aste d is po s a l
regulations.
• The establishment of Kentucky's first solid wast e reduction plan.
• The creation of a Kentucky
Waste Management Authority.
• The istiuance of an executive
order coot inuing the ban on
solid wa~t e incinerators until
suitable controls are in place.
aAn executive order charging
state government to become a

model for the rest of Kentucky
in the areas of recycling,
resource •·ecovery and litter
awareness.
• continuation of Kentucky's
enhanced su r face -mining
reclamation and enforcement
program.
• Increased hazardous waste
site cleanup and monitoring.
• Expa nd ed technical
assistance for improved water
quality.
•Improved air quality monitor·
ing capability.
•Increase state-wide technical
assistance in t he areas of
drought risk and water supply
management.
The executive budget calls for
the increase of funding for the
Department of Environmental
Protection by more than $25
million. a boost of 110 percent.
Although Sunday is the day of
the celebration, activities have
been taking place all month in
various parts of the state. Ken
Cooke and J ulie Brumback
Smither. Kentucky Earth Day
coordinators, have been stress·
ing that the 20th anniversary of
Earth Day be a perpetual cam ·
paign for environmental
awareness and action throuJCh
the entire decade and beyond.
Numerous recycling centers
hnve been ::~et up , tree
giveaways and tree planting

Date Book
LBL Earth Day Festivities

ceremonies have been taking
place, numerous speeches and
demonstrat ions are being
given, nature hikes and clean·
ups have been taking place
across t he state in observance of
Earth Day.
Western Kentucky Earth Day
activity locations include Cadiz.
Paducah, Calloway County
High School , Murray State
University, Kenlake State Park
and Land Between the Lakes.
said Drew Stoll. Earth Day
coordinator for Western
Kentucky.
In Cadiz tn·es were planted in
Mar ch and on Sunday a
ceremony will be held for t hoHe
trees. On Saturday. a county.
wide clean-up is scheduled.
The City of Paducah also
planted trees in March, but
they have planned an Ohio
River clean-up for Saturday and
Sunday. Also they ru·e having
an Earth Day 1990 re!>Olution
and pledge card drive.
Students at Calloway County

"We're expecting two or three
thousand people tq attend the
festival." Stoll said.
The biggest event of the day
will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Empire Farm. Various ac·
tivities will help individuals
learn a bout the issues and how
they can get involved, Stoll
said .
"These are self-teach exhibits
and demonstrations. It is up to
the individual to make their
own decisions," Stoll said.
Some of t he activities at Em ·
pire Farm will include educa·
tiona! exhibits. healthy food .
games, wagon rides, tree plun·
ting demonstrations and tree
giveaways.
"It takes a world·wide effort
to make changes and keep pr<r
blems from persisting in the
future ,'' Stoll said.
Then> are many Earth Day
events in the Hlate for in·
terested individuals to take
part in. For a complete list of
Earth Day activities see related
The purpose of the Earth Day chart on this page.

Extra! Extra!

Woodsland Nature Center
·nature hikes around Hematite Lake

It takes more than 500,000 trees to
make the newspapers Americans read in one
Sunday. Help save trees by recycling.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

I

rCSOUI'CeS,

-You can make a difference-

8 a.m. - 10 a.m.

I

Festival is to increase people's
awareness and concern for the
Earth by offering an outdoor
recreation activity Their goal
is to have t he people who
organize and participate in
Earth Day take a more active
role in conserving t he Earth's

Eartli Day Every Day

Sunday, April 22

Empire Farm
-entertainment: musical performers,
prerecorded music, motivation speeches,
environmental readings •
-educational exhibits
-healthy food
-games
-wagon rides
-organic food growing demonstrations
-75 ft. x 150 ft. walk·through
illustration of the world
·tree planting demonstration and give

High School will hold an environmental seminar for other
high school students today.
Topics t hat will be covered include energy, recycling and endangel'ed species.
Murray State University
education students arc visiting
public school classrooms to lead
Earth Day lesson plans. The
Cen ter for Enviro nmental
Education on campus has sent
lesson plans and home surveys
into all purchase area schools.
Mu rr ay State America n
Humanics students are holding
Earth Day events daily th•·ough
April 27 to educate college
students about their individual
impact on the environment.
The week after Earth Day
there will be park clean-up at
Ken lake State · Park. A free
cook-out will be held for those
participating in the clean-up.
Environmental presentations
will also be shown at t he park.
Theie activities are scheduled
for Apri l 28.
TVA's Land Between the
Lakes ha~ been recruiting
weslem Tennessee and Kentuckv communities and
businesses to get anvolved in
Earth Day. Also at LBL, a
Earth Day Festival has been
scheduled for Sunday.

Diaper

dilemma

Laid end·to-end, the 18 billion
disposable diapers thrown away in the U.S.
each year could reach back and forth to the
moon seven times.

Something to fume about
On the average, a car adds its own
weight in carbon to the air each year. Help
keep the air cleaner by walking, biking,
taking a bus or sharing a ride with a friend.

away

10 a.m.· 3 p.m. (beglnntna hourly)

Golden Pond Visitors Center
·The Seven Wonders of the Universe
multi-media premiere
9 a.m . • 7:30 p.m.

Watt's

new?

,
Energy·saving fluorescent light bulbs
use one·quarter the (fnergy that standard
incandescent bulbs use.

Woodlands Nature Center
·wlldllfe games

An

4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Wildllfe Observation Area (next to
Woodsland Nature Center)
.
·concert featuring Riders 1n the Sky
Band (comedy & country music) and other
folk/rock bands
·llve animal exhibits and demonstration
on extinction of species
Concessions avaJlable or brtng a picnic.
Donations $1 per person.
Graphic by LAURA DOUGHERTY

open-and-shut case

Americans open their refrigerator
door an average of 22 times a day. You can
save energy and money by making fewer
trips to the fridge.

Prime time for recycling
The energy saved by recycling one
glass bottle could run your TV set for 3 hours.

CJ
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Humanic;:s
department plans Earth Day events
.
.
By LAURA DOUGHERTY
lnS•de Ed•lor

Earth Day Every Day!
Apr il 22 markR the 20th an·
nivet·s or·y of Eart h Day .
Amencan Humanics students
are celebrating this event with
five activity days to be held on
ca mp us that promote
awareness of the Earth.
Ruth J acquot. director of the
Murray State Center for Environmental Education, is the
com·dinator of Earth Day ac·
tivitie'l for Murray State. Jac·
quol has been wot·king with
American Humanics !'ltudents
and the Public Relations Stu·
dent Society of America. t hey
serve in leadership roles for the
Earth Day plans.
'' Much of Earth Day came
aboul by pressure of university
students across the nation,''
.Jacqout said.
The events will take place
April 23 through 27. A pot·table
buildinl{ will be sel up between
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and Ordwav Hall for
students, faculty and staff to
come and visit. The activities
and exhibits will be different
each day.
The week long program
slte!'lscs individual participa·
tion in making positive en·
vironmental choice;; through
the use of five themes that at·e
directly related to everyone on
campus. The themes are solid
waste, transportation, clothing,
food nnd energy. All five themes
are tied to some mnjor en·
vironmentnl problem, such as
rai n forest destruction, loss of
habitat for endangered species,
clean air, ground wat.er pollution, global warming and top
soil loss.
"The problems an• complex.
Looking at them on an individual basis makes more
sense. People sh ould t ry to ex·
amine their lifestyles and Jive
more deliberately," J acquot
said.
Solid wast e is t he theme for
Monday. Activities will center
arou nd r ecycling. All t he
organizations on campus were
sent a letter t o see who could
collect the most cans fot· recycl·
ing. Videos on recycling will be
shown throughout the day and
flyers will be distributed, said
Keir Kendall, chairman of the
solid waRte committee.
" People don't realize the im·
portance of recycling and how
easy it is and what a difference
it can make," Kendall said.
Making a new aluminum can
from recycled aluminum re·
quires 95 percent less energy
than making one from
aluminum ore, according to 50
S imple Th ings You Co n Do To

PhOto by JOE HEDGES

Acting President James Booth signs a green pledge as Ruth Jacquot, director of environmental
studies, looks on.

Save the Earthby Earthworks
Press.
Tuesday's theme relates to
the complications oftransporta·
tion. Dirk Brinker is the chair·
man for this committee and said
that they will be handing out
flyers with suggestions on how
to cut down on transportation
and they will have displays set
up for people to see.

Participants of Earth Day ac·
tivities can receive 10 percent
off walking shoes at Dennison·
Hunt as a promotion to cut
down on transportation by
automobiles and they can
receive 10 percent off tune-up
parts at D & W Auto a s a pro·
motion that stresses automobile
pollution control.
"Tuesday we will focus on the

What' we as college Stude~fs 'con do:to help...
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basic things you can d o
transportation wise to better
the environment. There are
hundreds of things that you can
do.'' Brinker said. " Also we will
be promoting Racer Riders, a
carpool effort on campus."
Clothing can be detrimental
to the Earth and that is the
focus of the activities on
Wednesday. Mannequins dress-

·\~: ;~

-,::t lRAHSPORTADON,

'e nauate; c(Kjk and~ VOll hOrtle~

• Use pt.biJc transportation, carpool. bike Of walk.

e lnltol o 1tmer on
thetrnotfct.
e lnlulote floors \Iiiith corpettng.

• Ottve a fUel etndentca.

vc:u

• Buy products In recycloble containers.

ed in proper biodegradable
clothing will be displayed t o
alert individuals on what is safe
to t he Ear th for t hem to wea r.
We will pa:;s out nyer.-; listing
types of clothing that. is not
biodegradable and Wt• will be
collecting all types of clothing
to donate to a local organization
for reuse. !'\aid Glenn Tucker,
chairman for the clothing
committee.
I'
"Some clothing can be as
hazardous as styroioam lying
around," Tucker said . ''Recycll
your clothes." .
.
Food and how farnnng ruin!'>
the Earth'~ l-iOil is the theme for
Thursday. Passersby will be
treated to Earth Day music, ex
hibits and flyers. fhe main
focus is to m ake pt:-oplc 11ware oi
styrofoam, how food nnd paper
d o not dccom p o:.e , hov.
pesticides not used properly can
poison foods and thing,. that arc
not necessary,., such as extra
wr a pp in gs on food, said
Michelle Jones, progr!lm direr·
tor of t he food committee.
"Food is a nccesstfv and an
awarene.-.s can make it. a better
necessity," Jones said.
Growing gra ins, vegetables
and fruits use less t hun five per
cent as much raw material aH
dQC~ meat production, according
to 50 Things.
A mini carnival is set for FrJ
day·~ activitie1:1 with energy ns
the theme. The carnival in
eludes a go-fi sh pond, an elec·
tronic educational game boa1·d
and computer games. Buttons,
pencils a nd informnllonal flyers
will be given a way said Barry
Albritton, chairmltn of t hll
energy committee.
"Even though it's F1·iday, it's
the end of the week, the end of
t he semester and fi nals are com·
ing up, come by .md we'll
energize you ," Albritton said.
Enet·gy specia lists stress t hat
we can have a s ignificant im·
pact on the environment simply
by properly maintaining major
appliances like reft·i~eratm·s,
stoves a nd a il· conditionel's ac·
cording to 50 Th ings
The .week long goal of the
American ,Humanics ~tudents
is to get 125 dedicated in
dividuals to sign Green Pledges.
" Our st udents (public rela
t ions and enviro nme ntal
studies students) have done a
great job in orga nizing and of·
fering to other students an op
portunity to save their environ
ment. It makes all become more
aware," s a id Roger Weis,
American Humanics teacher.
Besides the week long event,
the University Bookstore is sell·
ing Earth Day T-shirts.
I'd love to see all campus
organizations do something to
show they care," Jaquot said.
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BECAUSE... the planet's futute
d8pands on the ccmmlhnent of
.,.,., nation. as wei as every
lnclvlducL ••

I PLED8E TO DO MY SHARI IN SAVIN& THE PLANET
IV LmiNCa MY CONCERN FOR 1HI ENVIRONMENT SHAPE HOW 1:
I pledge ta do my·utmoat to recycle, conserve ~,,save water,
use efficient ~atlon. and try to adopt a llellyle as If fNery
day were Earth Day.

ACT:

PURCHASE: I pledge to buy and use orW thole products leaSt harmful to the
t1 vK
environment. ·Moreover, I. w1l do IMJslness with c0rporallon8 that
! .,. prorritS1e global envlrorvnental-.
VOTE:

I pledge to vqft anct support thole candidates Who demonstrate
an abiding OGflc;-., for the envirOnment.

SUPPORT:

I pladga fQ -~~!"' local. state and federol laws
and lntema~tii
l d RfOtect h envlronmetlt.

Ncaa• (plec.- PIH)

Detadt and reftlm to

Kentudcy Earth ~4110 M•nqementTeam
Natural Resources and EnvironmentarP.rotedion Cabinet
5111 Floor C.pltal Plaaa Tower

Frankfort Kentuciy 40&01

/-
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